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Chapter 1

1.1 A brief background of Duchenne muscular dystrophy
Muscular dystrophy is a group of muscle diseases. They are characterized by 
progressive skeletal muscle weakness, defects in muscle proteins and the death of 
muscle cells and tissue (Emery et al. 2002). Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a 
genetic, recessive and severe form of muscular dystrophy, affecting approximately one 
in 3,600-10,000 boys (J. K. Mah et al. 2014). It is caused by mutations in the largest 
human gene, the DMD gene, measuring 2.4Mb (Davies et al. 1988). The importance of 
this gene and its components will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 5. 

DMD is inherited in an X-linked recessive pattern (Figure 1.1). An affected son 
inherits the mutation from his mother (who is a carrier of the mutation in one copy of 
the   gene) in about two-thirds of cases. The other one-third of cases probably results 
from new mutations in the gene (T. Lee et al. 2014). DMD predominantly affects men, 
because they have only one X chromosome. A mutation in one copy of the gene is 
therefore enough to result in the condition. In women, who have two X chromosomes, 
a mutation in one X chromosome would make them a carrier. Another mutation would 
have to occur in the second copy of the gene to result in DMD which is extremely rare.

The first clinical symptoms are commonly seen before the child is four years of age, 
with a specific strategy to get up from the floor called “Gowers Sign” and calf muscle 
hypertrophy being the most typical. Additionally, delayed developmental milestones 
and the inability to run like their peers may be observed (Emery, Muntoni, and Quinlivan 
2015). Blood testing will indicate elevated serum creatine kinase (CK) levels. The 
diagnosis can be confirmed with genetic testing for mutations in the DMD gene or a 
muscle biopsy that shows absence of dystrophin in the muscle cell membrane.

As the child is growing up, muscle weakness will worsen and loss of ambulation takes 
place between ten and sixteen years of age. The current average life expectancy is 
approximately 25-30 years of age and the main cause of death is cardiac or respiratory 
failure (Strehle and Straub 2015). There is no cure for DMD, although progress has 
been made in slowing disease progression down through the implementation of specific 
standards of care (Kinnett et al. 2015; Moser 1984; Zamani et al. 2016; Matthews et 
al. 2016; Wong et al. 2016). These include treatment with corticosteroids, respiratory 
care, (preventative) cardiac care and psychosocial support. Multiple therapeutic trials 
looking to restore, repair or prevent further damage to the muscles are currently 
taking place and there is hope that the life expectancy and quality will improve further 
(Robinson-Hamm and Gersbach 2016; J. Mah 2016; Mendell et al. 2013). 
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Chronic use of corticosteroid can have side-effects of which several are relevant for 
the interpretation of results presented in this thesis. Examples of relevant potential 
side-effects are rapid mood swings; increased appetite and fluid retention which 
can lead to weight gain; Cushings syndrome, which includes the development of 
a ‘moon-shaped’ face; weakening of the bones which can lead to osteoporosis; and 
finally, mental health problems such as depression and anxiety. In most cases the 
potential side-effects can be managed by adjusting the treatment dosage and it is 
common in The Netherlands to prescribe corticosteroids in a 10-day on, 10-day off 
dosing regimen. Potential confounding effects of chronic use of corticosteroids on the 
findings described in this thesis will be further discussed in chapter 2, 3 and 6.

1.2 The neurocognitive profile of Duchenne muscular dystrophy
This thesis focusses on the brain involvement in patients with DMD. When the 
French neurologist Guillaume-Benjamin-Amand Duchenne (1806-1875) described 

Figure 1.1 A schematic representation of X-linked recessive inheritance.
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the disorder in “Paraplegie hypertrophique de l’enfance de cause cerebrale” one 
of the features he included in the description was intellectual impairment. Over the 
years it has been shown that there is a one standard deviation shift downward in 
full-scale intelligence quotient (FSIQ) in patients with DMD compared the general 
population (Cotton, Voudouris, and Greenwood 2001; Hinton et al. 2000; Cyrulnik 
et al. 2007). Approximately 30% of patients with DMD have an FSIQ of below 70, 
which is the threshold for cognitive impairment. The cognitive profile additionally 
includes more specific problems such as difficulty with verbal short term memory, 
visuospatial long term memory and verbal fluency (Dorman et al., 1988; Bresolin 
et al., 1994; Pane et al., 2013; Ricotti et al., 2015). Reading problems are more 
prevalent (Billard et al. 1992; J. G. M. Hendriksen and Vles 2006) There is also 
a significantly higher incidence of neurodevelopmental disorders in patients with 
DMD compared to the general population, with recent studies showing the incidence 
of attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) to be 32%, anxiety disorder 
to be 27%, autism spectrum disorder (ASD) to be 15%, epilepsy to be 6.3% and 
obsessive-compulsive disorders to be 4.8% (Banihani et al. 2015; Pane et al. 2013; J. 
G. Hendriksen and Vles 2008; Goodwin, Muntoni, and Dubowitz 1997; Hendriksen 
et al. 2016).

1.3 DMD gene and dystrophin protein isoforms in the brain
Within the large DMD gene there are multiple promotor regions from which a 
dystrophin protein can start to be produced. These proteins have been named to reflect 
their size in kilo Dalton (kDa) (Figure 1.2). The most extensively studied protein is 
Dp427 (dystrophin protein, 427kDa in size) which is expressed in muscle and brain 
(Monaco et al. 1986; Koenig et al. 1989; Nudel et al. 1989; Holder, Maeda, and 
Bies 1996). The shorter/smaller proteins Dp140, Dp71 and Dp40 are also expressed 
in the brain (Lidov et al. 1990; Lidov 1996; Austin et al. 1995; Waite, Brown, and 
Blake 2012). Several studies have shown a higher incidence of neurodevelopmental 
disorders and cognitive impairment in patients with DMD who have a distal mutation 
in the dystrophin gene (Taylor et al. 2010; Chamova et al. 2013; Ricotti et al. 2015; 
Pane et al. 2013). As a distal mutation will result in the loss of multiple dystrophin 
isoforms, this led to the hypothesis that a cumulative loss of CNS isoforms leads to a 
higher risk of cognitive and behavioural problems. 

Unfortunately, very little is known of the function of the dystrophin isoforms 
expressed in the brain. Many different cell types are present in the brain (Figure 1.3). 
Neurons are electrically excitable cells that use electrical and chemical signals to 
process and transmit information. Oligodendrocytes wrap around the neuronal axons 
to form myelin for faster electrical signal transduction. Astrocytes perform many 
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Figure 1.2. Overview of the main dystrophin isoforms and their relative read-out positions with-

in the DMD gene. A mutation at position A, i.e. the proximal end of the gene, would only affect 

Dp427. At position B, the mutation would affect Dp427, Dp260 and Dp140. At the distal end of 

the gene, mutation C would affect all of the dystrophin isoforms.

Figure 1.3. A schematic representation of the main cell types in the brain. 
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different functions from modulation of the blood-brain-barrier to maintenance of the 
extracellular ion balance. Finally, microglia present the main form of active immune 
defence.  

In the muscle cells, dystrophin attaches to the actin cytoskeleton at one end and 
groups together multiple proteins at the cell membrane at the other end (Figure 1.4). 
Based on animal studies Dp427 is proposed to be part of a dystrophin-glycoprotein-
like complex (DGC) quite similar to that in muscle (Waite, Brown, and Blake 2012). 
However, unlike providing structural stability to the muscle cell during muscle 
contraction, there is evidence that Dp427 in the brain anchors a subset of GABAA-
receptors at the post-synaptic membrane of neurons (Waite, Brown, and Blake 2012; 
R. G. F. Hendriksen et al. 2016). This may imply a function in signal transduction. 
Similarly, Dp71 is proposed to form a DGC to anchor aquaporin 4 receptors at the 
membrane of astrocyte end-feet, which wrap around the cerebral vasculature (Waite, 
Brown, and Blake 2012). This suggests a role in signal transduction to regulate 
cerebral blood flow. Little is known of Dp140. It is believed to only be expressed 
during the foetal stages of life and as such it is difficult to investigate (H. G. W. Lidov 
et al. 1990; H. G. Lidov, Selig, and Kunkel 1995). 

Recent technological advances and large scale data-share projects have opened up 
the possibility to investigate the sites of expression and predict functions of genes 
and proteins in the healthy human brain across development (Hawrylycz et al. 2012; 
Miller et al. 2014; Chen et al. 2009; Pinero et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2011). Such 
analyses, dedicated to dystrophin, are described in this thesis in Chapter 5. It has also 
become possible to non-invasively assess the brain in vivo in human beings using 
imaging techniques. The employment of these techniques to study the brain in DMD 
is the main focus of this thesis (Chapter 2, 3, and 4) for they can provide valuable 
information on brain structure, function and even metabolism.
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1.4 Previous brain imaging and spectroscopy results in DMD
The first imaging study that investigated the brain in relation to DMD was conducted 
in 1980 by Yoshioka and colleagues using computer tomography (CT) (Yoshioka et 
al. 1980). CT uses computer-processed combinations of many X-ray images taken at 
different angles creating cross-sectional images. The scans indicated slight cerebral 
atrophy in twenty out of thirty participants with DMD. This atrophy was more 
pronounced in the older participants, suggesting a progressive process. However, 
this study predates the genetic testing requirement for confirmation of the diagnosis 
DMD. Therefore, there may be other muscular disorders that are clinically difficult 
to distinguish from DMD included in this group. Another limitation is that the scans 
were evaluated qualitatively (i.e. visual assessment by a radiologist) rather than 
quantitatively which may introduce a bias in scoring depending on who performed the 
evaluation. Lastly, the imaging quality at the time was more suited for the detection 
of gross abnormalities than for more subtle deviations from the healthy situation.

Both magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron emission tomography (PET) 
were then performed to study the brain in patients with DMD in 1994 (n=4) and 
2002 (n=10) (Bresolin et al. 1994; J. S. Lee et al. 2002). Both studies reported no 

Figure 1.4. A schematic representation of the function of dystrophin (depicted in orange) as an 

anchoring protein holding together a multi-protein complex at the cell membrane.
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abnormalities on MRI upon visual inspection. However, the PET results showed 
region-specific glucose hypometabolism in the right sensorimotor cortex, lateral 
temporal neocortex, bilateral medial temporal structures and white matter of the 
cerebellum as well as variable involvement of the frontal, parietal, temporal occipital 
and cerebellar cortical areas. The abnormalities detected by PET may reflect local 
abnormalities in cell composition associated with altered neural development, which 
is further explored in chapter 2. PET uses a small amount of radioactive substance 
which is injected into the blood stream to make images. For PET scans of the brain, 
a radioactive atom is often applied to glucose (blood sugar). The brain uses glucose 
for its energy metabolism and this scan technique can indirectly provide information 
on brain activity. In the study performed by Bresolin and colleagues, the results 
from patients were compared to literature values from healthy individuals, to assess 
abnormalities. In the study by Lee and colleagues, a control group of 17 adults of 
whom eight were female (age range 21.1-38.2; mean 27.6) was scanned to compare to 
the ten boys with DMD (age range 5.2-16.2; mean 11.8). This enabled them to perform 
voxel-based analyses to pinpoint regions of interest. Lee and colleagues indicated 
that an ideal control group would consist of age and sex matched typically developing 
children. However, this was not possible due to ethical restraints with respect to the 
use of radioactive tracers in healthy developing children without a clinical indication. 
Instead, the individual datasets were first normalised to the individual mean and then 
compared between patients and controls for regional differences under the assumption 
that absolute glucose metabolism may change with age but the relative pattern should 
not. Nevertheless, it cannot be excluded that the glucose hypo-metabolism detected 
in these relatively small cohorts may be due to suboptimal methodology. 

A third imaging study that investigated the brain in DMD using only MRI reported 
alterations in the motor cortex (Lv et al. 2011). This study differed from the previous 
two in that it used quantitative MRI, instead of qualitative visual assessment. 
Quantitative MRI can provide more objective neuroimaging biomarkers. Results 
showed decreased grey matter concentration and decreased synchronization of 
spontaneous activity when comparing ten boys with DMD (age range 6.4-14.0) to 
fifteen healthy controls (age range 7.9-15.1). However, because this study focussed 
on the motor cortex and muscles are severely affected in DMD, it is difficult to assess 
if these differences are secondary to muscle wasting and limited mobility, or if they 
are primary and linked to the cognitive profile.

Changes in metabolite composition in the cerebellum, temporo-parietal  and frontal 
cortex were reported by three studies with conflicting results. Reduced glutamate, 
both elevated and reduced choline containing compounds and an increase in 
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N-acetylaspartate (NAA) were found with MR spectroscopy (MRS) performed at 
1.5 and 3 tesla (Rae et al. 1998; Kato et al. 1997; Kreis et al. 2011). It is difficult to 
conclude if there is an underlying metabolic problem in the brain in DMD, because 
of different methodology and conflicting results (Rae et al. 1998; Kato et al. 1997; 
Kreis et al. 2011).

Despite the high prevalence of neurodevelopmental disorders in patients with DMD, 
the number of MR imaging or MR spectroscopy studies performed in DMD is very 
low. There is no baseline overview of whole brain structure in DMD in the context of 
the developing brain compared to typically developing boys from which hypotheses 
can be formed that can lead to a better understanding of the mechanism(s) underlying 
the cognitive profile in DMD. 

1.5 Thesis outline
The primary aim of this thesis was to provide a detailed description of the structural, 
perfusion and metabolic differences in the brain between patients with DMD and 
healthy age-matched controls, with the hopes of gaining a better understanding of the 
origin of the cognitive problems in DMD. To this end, thirty boys with DMD and 
twenty-two age matched control boys were recruited to undergo MRI at a magnetic field 
strength of 3 Tesla, MRS at a magnetic field strength of 7 Tesla and neuropsychological 
evaluation. The secondary aim was to assess the genetic contribution, by subdividing 
the patient group based on to the mutation location within the DMD gene (Figure 1.2), 
as well as by mapping dystrophin isoform expression in the healthy human brain across 
development. 

1.5.1 Neuropsychological testing
The participants completed a custom designed neuropsychological test battery 
with a duration on one hour. The primary aim of this assessment was to describe 
neurocognitive functions and reading performance. It was also used to assess if the 
cohort was representative for the Dutch DMD population and to assess whether the 
control group was representative of the general population. Parents and teachers were 
asked to fill out questionnaires that screen for signs of behavioral difficulties. 

For the neuropsychological test battery the participants were alone in a quiet room 
together with the researcher for approximately one hour. Subtests included in the 
assessment were short term auditory memory (Kaufmann number recall), visual 
processing (Kaufman block counting), an estimation of verbal IQ (Wechsler 
Intelligence scale for Children (WISC) information and digit span), an estimation of 
performance IQ (WISC symbol search and substitution), simple reaction times upon 
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visual and audio stimuli (FePsy), motor function of the dominant index finger (FePsy 
finger tapping), receptive language capacities (Peadbody Picture Vocabulary Test), 
reading performance (Continu benoemen en woord lezen, the one minute reading test 
and ‘Het Kijkbewijs’), and finally time awareness (‘Tijdsbesef’ questionnaire). For 
comparison to the MRI outcome measures, we composed three composite scores, one 
for information processing, one behavior score and a reading score results of which 
are shown in Chapter 2.

1.5.2 Anatomical scans
The presence of brain abnormalities was first assessed by qualitative inspection 
performed by an experienced neuro-radiologist. Several scan sequences were 
evaluated; T1-weighted (T1w), T2-weighted (T2w) and fluid attenuated inversion 
recovery (FLAIR) (Figure 1.5), results of which are described in Chapter 2. The 
hallmark of T1w images is the contrast between grey matter and white matter allowing 
for accurate identification of anatomical structures. T2w images differentiate between 
fat (dark) and water (light) in the opposite way from T1w. T2w provides relatively 
good resolution between normal and pathologic tissue. In FLAIR images the cerebral 
spinal fluid (CSF) is suppressed, which allows for assessment of pathology without 
the markers for injury being clouded by bright CSF signal. 

In addition to visually assessing potential pathologic markers, the objective of 
acquiring anatomical scans was to quantify brain structure and volume. The T1w 
scan lends itself for the automated segmentation of grey matter, white matter and 
cerebrospinal fluid. It can then calculate the exact volume of the structure of interest 
for statistical analyses. Results of these analyses are also described in chapter 2. A 
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) sequence was obtained after the T1w sequence. DTI 
is predominantly used to assess white matter structural integrity within the brain and 
to visualise white matter pathways (Figure 1.6). The technique takes advantage of the 
natural phenomenon of diffusion. Diffusion is the random movement of molecules. 
Without restrictions, this movement is isotropic (equal in all directions). However, the 
brain contains many cells with different shapes and sizes that restrict the movement 
of molecules (Figure 1.4). Especially neurons, with long axons that are insulated by 
myelin, provide a unique environment in which it is relatively easy for molecules to 
move along the axon, but difficult to go across the membranes making the diffusion 
anisotropic. By probing this motion with a DTI MRI sequence, we can deduce the 
underlying anatomy of the white matter pathways. As main output measures, fractional 
anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) are used for quantification and comparison 
between individuals which can be computed per voxel. FA is a number between 0 and 
1, wherein 0 is isotropic and 1 is very anisotropic. MD is the mean speed at which 
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the molecules have moved around within the time of the measurement. Results from 
whole brain voxel-based analyses of FA and MD are described in chapter 2. 

Figure 1.5. The different contrast obtained with T1w, T2w and FLAIR MRI scan sequences 

shown in a participant with DMD.

Figure 1.6. Visualization of white matter pathways in the brain. The colours reflect the orientation 

of the bundles: green=anterior-posterior; red=left-right and blue=top-down.
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1.5.3 Perfusion scan
Next to structural integrity, an important component for brain function is the supply 
of oxygenated blood, glucose and other nutrients through the cerebral blood flow, 
also called cerebral perfusion. As mentioned in section 1.4, a PET study indicated 
reduced glucose uptake in the brain in DMD which can be the results of reduced 
perfusion. Therefore, in our study, we measured cerebral perfusion using a pseudo-
continuous arterial spin labeling MR sequence. This is a quantitative method which 
allows detection of global hypo- of hyper-perfusion. The main advantage of this 
sequence is that it is a technique that uses magnetically labelled arterial blood water 
protons as an endogenous tracer. So in contrast to the PET study, there were no ethical 
constraints to acquiring this dataset in both boys with DMD and healthy age-matched 
controls. More details about this method and the results are described in Chapter 3.

1.5.4 Metabolic scans
Complementary to the structural and perfusion sequences, MRS can provide 
information of the biochemical composition of the tissue under investigation. 
In contrast to the imaging techniques which look at water, MRS looks at specific 
metabolites that have a much lower abundance and therefore much smaller signal. 
In order to be able to detect these metabolite a relatively large volume of interest 
is needed. Therefore, a region needs to be selected beforehand in which the 
measurement will take place. We selected three regions that were considered to 
normally express dystrophin and possibly relate to the neurocognitive profile; frontal 
cortex, hippocampus and cerebellum. We also chose to perform the measurements 
at a high field strength of 7 Tesla because this can give better separation between 
the metabolite signals and an increased signal to noise ratio compared to previous 
studies. The results are described in Chapter 4.

1.5.5 A healthy human brain atlas for dystrophin
Genome-wide gene expression maps of the healthy human brain have been made 
freely accessible (Hawrylycz et al. 2012; Miller et al. 2014). If one knows how to 
navigate these databases they provide an invaluable source of information on protein 
expression, co-expression and function. To date, our understanding of the expression 
of dystrophin in the brain stems from data gathered from animal models, cell cultures 
and a very limited number of post-mortem cases studies in human brain tissue (Nudel 
et al. 1989; H. G. W. Lidov et al. 1990; Holder, Maeda, and Bies 1996; Dsouza et al. 
1995; Byers, Lidov, and Kunkel 1993; Morris, Simmons, and Man 1995; Lederfein et 
al. 1992; Austin et al. 1995; R. G. F. Hendriksen et al. 2016). Because knowing where 
dystrophin is expressed in the healthy human brain and during which developmental 
stage can provide important insight in our understanding of the brain in DMD we 
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used the most comprehensive atlases to create a human brain atlas for dystrophin. 
We could differentiate between the different isoforms in a proportion of the datasets, 
results of which are described in chapter 5. Secondary to describing where dystrophin 
is expressed, we gathered more information on potential functions of dystrophin in the 
brain. To this end we performed two additional analyses. We assessed which genes 
are expressed in the same brain region at the same developmental stage. This resulted 
in a ranked list of all the genes (~20.000) according to their temporal and spatial 
correlation to the DMD gene. This list was then queried to see if genes known to be 
associated to neurodevelopmental disorders have a significantly high correlation to 
DMD. In others words, are these genes significantly over-represented at the top of 
the list or are they evenly distributed throughout? We also researched the top 200 
correlated genes to a greater extent. Many of these genes have been studied before and 
have data available on what function they have in the brain. This information can then 
be used to form hypotheses for the function of dystrophin isoforms through a guilt-by-
association principle. Results of these analyses are also described in chapter 5.
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Reduced Cerebral 
Gray Matter and 
Altered White Matter 
in Boys with Duchenne 
Muscular Dystrophy 
Ann. Neurol. 2014 Sep;76(3):403-11

Doorenweerd N, Straathof CS, Dumas EM, Spitali P, Ginjaar IB, Wokke BH,
Schrans DG, van den Bergen JC, van Zwet EW, Webb A, van Buchem MA,
Verschuuren JJ, Hendriksen JG, Niks EH, Kan HE. 
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2.1 Abstract

Objective 
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is characterized by progressive muscle 
weakness caused by DMD gene mutations leading to absence of the full-length 
dystrophin protein in muscle. Multiple dystrophin isoforms are expressed in brain, 
but little is known about their function. DMD is associated with specific learning 
and behavioural disabilities which are more prominent in patients with mutations 
in the distal part of the DMD gene, predicted to affect expression of shorter protein 
isoforms. We used quantitative MRI to study brain microstructure in DMD.

Methods 
T1-weighted and diffusion tensor images (DTI) were obtained on a 3 Tesla MR 
scanner from 30 patients and 22 age-matched controls (ages 8-18 years). All subjects 
underwent neuropsychological examination. Group comparisons on tissue volume 
and DTI parameters were made between DMD and controls, and between two DMD 
subgroups that were classified according to predicted Dp140 isoform expression 
(DMD_Dp140+ and DMD_Dp140-).

Results 
DMD patients had smaller total brain volume, smaller grey matter volume, lower 
white matter fractional anisotropy, and higher white matter mean and radial diffusivity 
than healthy controls. DMD patients also performed worse on neuropsychological 
examination. Subgroup analyses showed that DMD_Dp140- contributed most to the 
grey matter volume differences and performed worse on information processing. 

Interpretation 
Both grey and white matter is affected in boys with DMD at a whole-brain level. 
Differences between subgroup DMD_Dp140- and controls indicate an important role 
for the Dp140 dystrophin isoform in cerebral development. 
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2.2 Introduction

The X-linked disease Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is characterized 
by severe and progressive muscle weakness due to mutations in the DMD gene. 
Mutations cause the absence of dystrophin, a 427 kDa protein (Koenig et al. 1987). 
Dystrophin provides structural stability by connecting the contractile filament actin 
and the dystrophin-associated glycoprotein complex in the sarcolemma. In addition 
to muscle weakness, DMD is characterized by cognitive impairment which is thought 
to be non-progressive. In patients, the mean full-scale intelligence quotient (FSIQ) 
is approximately one standard deviation below normal (Cotton, Voudouris, and 
Greenwood 2005). DMD patients exhibit problems with verbal short term memory, 
visuospatial long term memory and verbal fluency (Cyrulnik et al., 2008). In addition, 
a higher incidence of autism spectrum disorders, attention deficit and hyperactivity 
disorders (ADHD) and obsessive-compulsive disorders occurs, as well as specific 
learning disorders such as dyslexia have been described (Hendriksen and Vles 2008; 
Hendriksen and Vles 2006; Wu et al. 2005).

In the central nervous system (CNS), full length dystrophin (Dp427) is expressed 
mainly in cortical neurons and cerebellar Purkinje cells, but little is known about 
its function (Lidov et al. 1990). At least four shorter isoforms of dystrophin are also 
present in the CNS with molecular weights of 260, 140, 116 and 71 kDa respectively. 
These isoforms derive from alternative tissue specific promoter sites that use the 
following exons as the N–terminal domain, exon 30 for Dp260, exon 45 for Dp140, 
exon 56 for Dp116 and exon 63 for Dp71 (Feener, Koenig, and Kunkel 1989). 
Cognitive impairment is more prominent in patients with mutations in the distal part 
of the DMD gene (downstream of exon 44) that are associated with the loss of Dp140 
expression. This suggests a genotype-phenotype correlation between mutation and 
brain involvement (Felisari et al. 2000).

Post-mortem studies of DMD patients have not shown consistent abnormalities 
(Dubowitz and Crome 1969; Jagadha and Becker 2017). However, on a micro 
scale, architectural alterations in the cortical-spinal system and the parvalbumin and 
calbindin-positive cortical circuitry have been found in a mouse model for DMD 
(Sbriccoli et al. 1995; Carretta et al. 2004; Carretta et al. 2003). Radiological studies in 
DMD patients showed glucose hypometabolism using positron emission tomography 
(PET) and altered metabolite concentrations with magnetic resonance spectroscopy 
(Lee et al. 2002; Kreis et al. 2011; Rae et al. 1998). Magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) studies in DMD are limited to case reports and one quantitative study using 
voxel-based morphometry analysis and resting state fMRI with a region of interest in 
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the motor cortex (Lv et al. 2011). However, quantitative information on in vivo whole 
brain morphology and microstructure in DMD is not available. 

The aim of the present study was to investigate the brain in DMD using quantitative 
MRI to assess grey and white matter volume and microstructure. Composite scores for 
cognitive and behavioural functioning were analysed in relation to MRI data. Finally, 
MRI data and composite scores were compared between two DMD subgroups with 
different mutations predicted to affect the expression of the Dp140 isoform and controls.

2.3 Methods

2.3.1 Participants
DMD patients were recruited from the Dutch Dystrophinopathy Database, a nationwide 
patient registry. Exclusion criteria were the presence of MRI contraindications and 
the inability to lie supine for at least 30 minutes. DMD diagnosis had previously 
been confirmed using DNA extracted from whole blood taken from patients by a 
Gentra Puregene DNA purification kit (Gentra Systems, Minneapolis, USA), 
following the manufacturer’s instructions. Deletion/duplication analysis of the 
DMD gene was performed using multiplex ligation-dependant probe amplification 
(MPLA kit Salsa P034/P035 MCR-Holland, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Small 
mutations were identified by means of high resolution melting curve analysis 
(HR-MCA) and subsequent sequence analysis (Almomani et al. 2009). Within the 
recruited patients, two patient subgroups were distinguished (Figure 2.1). Patients 
carrying mutations upstream of intron 44 (transcription start site) were considered 
Dp140+. Patients with mutations involving exon 51 (translation start site) or the 
genomic region downstream of exon 51 were considered Dp140-. Deletions with 
3’ breakpoints in intron 44 were considered Dp140+ in case the breakpoint was 
upstream of the Dp140 promoter and unique first exon. A polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) based approach assessed whether the Dp140 promoter and first exon were 
deleted using the forward primer Dp140F 5’-CTTTGTGCGGAGGCATTG-3’, and 
the reverse primer Dp140R3 5’-CCAGCTTTTAGGCACACACA-3’. A second PCR 
was performed for these patients to confirm the presence of exon 51 using the forward 
primer hEx51F 5’-GGCTTGGACAGAACTTACCG-3’ and the reverse primer h51r 
5’-CTTCTGCTTGATGATCATCTC-3’. Patients carrying deletions in the region 
between intron 44 and exon 51 were excluded due to the unpredictable effect on Dp140 
expression. All protocols were approved by the local Medical Ethical Committee. All 
participants or their legal representatives provided written informed consent. 
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2.3.2 Procedures
The protocol was designed such that all tests could be performed on the same day. The 
Brooke scale for upper extremity function and Vignos scale for lower extremity function 
were used as a measure of muscle function (Brooke et al. 1987). Participants were taken 
to a dummy scanner to familiarize themselves with the sounds and layout of an MRI 
machine. Subsequent neuropsychological evaluation (NPE) lasted a maximum of one 
hour. MRI scanning was then performed on a 3T scanner (Philips Achieva, Philips 
Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) using an 8 channel receive-only headcoil. Participants 
were placed supine with legs slightly elevated for comfort. 3D T1-weighted (T1w; echo 
time (TE) and repetition time (TR) 4.6/9.8 ms; spatial resolution 1.17x0.92x1.2 mm; 
4:55 min), T2-weighted (T2w; TE/TR 80/4000 ms; spatial resolution 0.5x0.46x3.6 mm; 
2:46 min), fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR; TE/TR 120/10000 ms; spatial 
resolution 1x0.8x3.6 mm; 4:00 min), and diffusion tensor (DTI; TE/TR 56/9440 ms; 
spatial resolution 1.96x2x2 mm; 32 directions, b=0 and 1000 s/mm2; 6:40 min) images 
were obtained parallel to the corpus callosum. An independent neuroradiologist assessed 
the scans for gross structural abnormalities and incidental findings.

Figure 2.1 Dp140 transcription and translation sites used for subgroup classification.

The prediction of Dp140 expression is based on mutation location in the DMD gene. There is 

a large gap between the start of transcription and start of translation for Dp140. Patients with a 

mutation starting and ending exactly in between transcription and translation were excluded from 

the analyses due to unpredictability of the mutation effect on Dp140 expression.
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2.3.2 Neuropsychology
Three composite scores were constructed using predefined parts of standardized and 
validated instruments reflecting the most important aspects of neuropsychological and 
behavioural/emotional functioning in DMD (Snow, Anderson, and Jakobson 2013). 
The first composite score represented reading (scores standardized for age with a 
range of 1-19, mean 10 and standard deviation 3 in healthy controls) and was based 
on the mono-syllabic word reading test and the one minute reading test derived from 
CB&WL: “continu benoemen en woorden lezen” (Bos & Lutje Spelberg, Boom test 
uitgevers, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). The second composite score represented 
information processing (scores standardized for age with a range or 1-19, mean 10 
and standard deviation 3 in healthy controls), and used two subtests from the Kaufman 
Assessment battery (number recall for auditory working memory and block counting for 
conceptual thinking) and one subtest from the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children 
(symbol search). The third composite score for emotional and behavioural problems 
(range 0-40) was constructed on the basis of the four problem based subscales from the 
Dutch version of the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire for parents (Goodman 
and Goodman 2012). The Personal Adjustment and Role Skills scale (PARS) –III, a 
parent report measure studied in 287 DMD patients, was used to assess psychosocial 
adjustment (J. G. M. Hendriksen et al. 2007). General intellectual level was assessed 
by the Peabody Picture Vocabulary test (PPVT-III-NL). This test measures receptive 
vocabulary, is normalized for age, and requires no motor response. It was previously 
used in 130 Duchenne boys (Cyrulnik et al., 2008).

2.3.3 MRI
T1w and DTI scans were analyzed with FSL software v5.0 (Smith et al. 2004). 
Intracranial volumes were obtained using the Brain Extraction Tool with BET2 + 
betsurf (BET v2.1) (Smith 2002) with a fractional intensity threshold (f) of 0.35. 
Grey matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) were segmented using the 
automated segmentation tool FAST (Zhang, Brady, and Smith 2001). Quantification of 
the volumes was performed with fslstats -V using the partial volume corrected output 
from FAST. Diffusion tensor imaging scans were corrected for motion and distortion 
using ExploreDTI (Leemans, Jeurissen, and J 2009). ExploreDTI descriptive statistics 
was used to calculate mean whole brain FA and MD. Maps of axial diffusivity (AD), 
radial diffusivity (RD), fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) were 
also created. These maps were then exported for tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) 
in FSL (Smith et al. 2006). 
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2.3.4 Statistical analysis
PARS and PPVT-III-NL scores of the DMD group were compared to known DMD 
populations using one sample t-tests. One sample t-tests were also used to test 
volumetric differences in whole brain intracranial, white matter, grey matter, and 
CSF volumes, as well as NPE scores between patients and controls. To correct for 
multiple comparisons, we used the method of Benjamini and Hochberg which limits 
the false discovery rate (FDR) to 5% (Benjamini and Y 1995). One-way ANOVA was 
used to assess differences in these same parameters between the subgroups DMD_
Dp140+, DMD_Dp140- and controls. 

A univariate general linear model with Duchenne status yes/no was used to assess the 
relation between three whole brain MR measures decided upon before the analysis 
to reduce multiple comparisons (grey matter volume, mean FA and mean MD) and 
the neuropsychological composite scores for each group, and to assess the relation 
between the whole brain MR measures and age. All analyses were performed using 
SPSS v20.0 (IBM Corp., NY, USA) and considered significant at p<0.05.

To localize MRI findings in specific areas of the brain, voxelwise statistical analyses 
were performed. For grey matter, voxel-based morphometry analysis (VBM) was 
performed with FSL-VBM (Good et al. 2001). For white matter, FA, MD, RD and AD, 
data were analyzed with age as covariate using Tract-Based Spatial Statistics (TBSS) 
(Smith et al. 2006). An additional TBSS analysis was performed with ICV and TBV as 
covariates to assess the relationship between volume and white matter microstucture. 
The aligned maps from each subject were projected onto the FA skeleton, and the 
resulting data used for voxel-wise cross-subject statistics using RANDOMISE ttest_2 
with multiple comparison correction tcfe_corrp (Bullmore et al. 1999). 

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Participants 
Thirty-three DMD boys (ages 8-18 years) and twenty-two healthy age-matched 
control boys (ages 8-16 years) participated in the study. Three DMD boys were 
excluded because they withdrew informed consent prior to the MRI scan (n=2), or 
the scans could not be made due to technical problems (n=1). In five DMD boys, one 
or more of the MRI scans could not be evaluated due to motion artifacts (one T1w 
and five DTI), leaving 29 DMD boys for T1w analysis and 25 for DTI analysis. In the 
controls, one DTI scan was also excluded due to motion artifacts. Some NPE tests 
could not be completed within one hour prior to the MRI, resulting in the missing 
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composite scores. Clinical characteristics and an overview of the available MRI and 
NPE assessments are summarized (Table 2.1). Representative T1w images are shown 
(Figure 2.2). DMD general intellectual level was not different from data reported 
in the literature using the PPVT-III (97.56 vs 98.15 respectively) (Cyrulnik et al., 
2008). Psychosocial adjustment, reflected by the PARS-III score, was significantly 
better than in historical controls (91.62 vs 84.43, p<0.001) (J. G. M. Hendriksen et 
al. 2007). From the 29 DMD patients, 12 were classified as DMD_Dp140+ and 12 as 
DMD_Dp140-. Five DMD patients were excluded from the subgroup analysis because 
of the unpredictability of the mutation effect on Dp140 expression. No mutations 
downstream of exon 56 containing promoter sites of Dp116 and Dp71 were found. 

2.4.2 MRI
Visual assessment of the T1w, T2w and FLAIR images did not reveal any gross 
structural brain abnormalities. Quantitative analysis of the T1w images showed a 
significantly smaller total brain and grey matter volume in DMD patients compared 
to controls (Table 2.2). Intracranial volume was also smaller in DMD, although 
this difference failed to reach statistical significance (p=0.056). Adding intracranial 

Table 2.1 Patient characteristics and available assessments

Control DMD DMD_Dp140+ DMD_Dp140-

Participants (n) 22 29 12 12

Age (years)* 13.1 (2.0) 12.3 (2.8) 13.1 (3.3) 12.0 (2.7)

Range (years) 8-16 8-18 9-18 8-16

Steroid treatment (n) - 24 10 10

On/off 10 cycle (n) - 22 10 9

Brooke scale* 1 2.1 (1.6) 2.0 (1.6) 2.5 (1.7)

Vignos scale* 1 5.9 (3.1) 6.2 (3.1) 6.1 (3.2)

Wheelchair bound (n) - 15 7 6

Age of loss of ambulation (years)* - 10.2 (2.1) 11.0 (2.6) 9.9 (1.3)

Regular education (n) 22 17 8 6

Reading composite score (n) 21 25 11 12

Information composite score (n) 21 27 11 12

SDQ composite score (n) 22 28 11 12

3D T1 scans (n) 22 29 12 12

DTI scans (n) 21 25 10 10

* Data are presented as mean with SD.
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volume as a covariate in the analysis of grey matter and total brain volume showed 
that these structures were not smaller compared to total intracranial volume. VBM 
analysis showed small regions within the occipital cortex and the left insula that were 
significantly smaller in patients compared to controls (Figure 2.3a). 

White matter FA was significantly lower in DMD in the occipital lobe (Figure 2.4). 
Significantly higher MD in DMD was found mainly in the corpus callosum. RD was 
significantly higher in DMD throughout the white matter. Taking ICV and TBV as 
covariates in the TBSS analysis revealed a relationship between these parameters and 
all three DTI measures, while part of the occipital lobe showed changes in FA and RD 
independent of volumetric parameters (data not shown). 

Table 2.2 Brain structure volumes in DMD patients and age-matched controls

Volumes Control DMD DMD_Dp140+ DMD_Dp140-

Intracranial (cc) 1651 ± 95 1584 ± 137 1633 ± 149 1550 ± 123

Total brain (cc) 1430 ± 78 1355 ± 118 * 1401 ± 121 1324 ± 114 *

Grey matter (cc) 811 ± 42 757 ± 56 *** 770 ± 53 749 ± 63 ***

White matter (cc) 619 ± 45 598 ± 70 631 ± 75 576 ± 61

CSF (cc) 222 ± 30 229 ± 32 232 ± 39 226 ± 29

Significant differences between patient groups and controls are indicated by * for p<0.05, ** for 

p<0.01 and *** for p<0.001 after multiple comparison correction.

Figure 2.2 Representative T1w-images 

A 14 year old boy with DMD is de-

picted on the left and an age-matched 

healthy control on the right. Images are 

displayed in the radiological convention 

with the left hemisphere on the right of 

the image. Note the absence of gross 

structural differences between the pa-

tient and the age-matched healthy con-

trol, which explains why routine visual 

assessment of the MR images did not 

show abnormalities.
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DMD_Dp140- patients had the smallest grey matter, total brain and intracranial 
volumes (Figure 2.5a-c). VBM analysis showed differences between DMD_Dp140- 
and controls in a different but similarly small area as found in the whole DMD group 
versus control analysis (Figure 2.3b). TBSS showed similar results for DMD_Dp140+ 
and DMD_Dp140- versus control with significantly lower FA and higher RD, but no 
differences in MD. There was no effect of age on grey matter, white matter or total 
brain volumes. However, age did correlate with white matter microstructure, with 
higher FA and lower MD and RD with increasing age.

2.4.3 Neuropsychological parameters 
All three NPE composite scores were significantly different between DMD patients and 
controls, with DMD patients performing worse. Subgroup analysis showed that DMD_
Dp140- patients performed worst on all composite scores, although this difference 
was statistically significant only for information processing. Scores of DMD_Dp140+ 
patients were between DMD_Dp140- and controls (Figure 2.5d-f). Within each 
subgroup, there were no significant correlations between the three composite scores 
and whole brain grey matter volume, whole brain FA or whole brain MD using the 
univariate general linear model. 

2.5 Discussion

In DMD patients, grey matter and total brain volume are smaller, and white matter 
microstructural integrity is altered compared to healthy age-matched controls. 
Strikingly, comparison of DMD patients with and without Dp140 expression with 
controls shows that DMD_Dp140- patients, in whom the expression of the Dp140 
isoform is predicted to be impaired, were more severely affected in terms of total 
brain and grey matter volumes as well as neuropsychological scores. 

The smaller grey matter volume in DMD is global, as the regions in the occipital 
lobe and left insula identified by VBM are too small to account for the difference. 
This is in contrast to a previous quantitative MRI study in DMD brain, in which 
VBM identified a smaller volume in the left primary sensorimotor cortex, although 
no analysis of absolute grey matter volumes was performed (Lv et al. 2011). One 
CT study reported smaller grey matter volume in 20 out of 30 DMD patients and 
contributed this difference to cortical atrophy. In the present study, skull size was 
proportional to total brain volume. There is a dynamic interaction between the 
developing brain and skull growth (Courchesne et al. 2000; Reiss et al. 1996), with 
25-27% increase in whole brain and intracranial volume between early childhood 
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Figure 2.4 DTI analyses of the white matter

Widespread alterations in white matter with reduced fractional anisotropy (FA) in the occipital 

lobe, and increased mean diffusivity (MD) and radial diffusivity (RD) throughout as demonstrat-

ed by tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS). 

Figure 2.3 Grey matter voxel-based mor-

phometry results

Local grey matter reductions in part of the 

left insula and occipital lobe are demon-

strated by VBM when comparing the 

whole patient group to controls (a). Local 

grey matter reductions in part of the lin-

gual gyrus and left cerebellar cortex are 

demonstrated by VBM when comparing 

the DMD_Dp140- subgroup to controls (b). 

No differences were found between DMD_

Dp140+ and controls (data not shown). 

Images are displayed in the radiological 

convention with the left hemisphere on the 

right side.
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Figure 2.5 T1w volumes and composite scores

Subgroup analyses for controls (black) DMD_Dp140+ (grey) and DMD_Dp140- (white). Vol-

umes (cc) of the intracranial (a), total brain (b) and grey matter (c) are depicted on the left. 

Composite scores for information processing (d), reading (e) and emotional/behavioral problems 

(SDQ) (f) are shown on the right. Significant differences between groups are indicated by * for 

p<0.05, ** for p<0.01 and *** for p<0.001 after multiple comparison correction.
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and adolescence. Therefore, correcting total brain volume with respect to intracranial 
volume enables the detection of atrophy. This implies that, smaller brains in DMD are 
due to differences in maturation rather than atrophy.

In contrast to grey matter, white matter showed no difference in volume, but was 
significantly affected on a microstructural level as shown by DTI. The smaller FA and 
higher MD found in DMD indicate compromised structural complexity, and suggest 
reduced fiber density, increased membrane permeability, and/or decreased structural 
organization (Assaf and Pasternak 2008). The higher RD in DMD indicates more 
fiber branching, decreased structural organization, or demyelination which can lead 
to increased membrane permeability (Vandermosten et al. 2012; Song et al. 2005). 
The white matter microstructural differences between DMD and controls were 
associated with intracranial and total brain volume, although these cross-sectional 
data do not allow any conclusions regarding a causal relationship between the two. 
The global nature of the reduction in grey matter volume and microscopic nature of 
the white matter alterations could explain why these changes have not been described 
in previous post mortem studies and conventional MRI studies, as they can only be 
observed with whole brain quantitative MRI.

The global reduction in grey matter volume of patients could be related to the fact 
that full length Dp427, affected in all patients, is normally located in cortical and 
hippocampal pyramidal cells and the fetal cerebral cortex and cerebellar purkinje 
cells (Lidov et al. 1990). In our DMD_Dp140- subgroup, no mutations downstream 
of exon 56 were found. This implies that differences in MRI and NPE assessments 
in this study are mainly due to a lack of expression of the Dp140 isoform and do 
not include Dp116 and Dp71. The involvement of the Dp140 isoform in cognitive 
impairment was previously identified (Felisari et al. 2000). Dp140 is predominantly 
active during fetal development in the astroglial processes (Lidov et al. 1990). DMD 
patients with mutations disturbing Dp71 expression were even more severely affected 
mentally (Moizard et al. 2000). Therefore, the loss of more dystrophin isoforms may 
well have a cumulative effect on altered brain maturation.

The correlation analyses did not reveal a significant association between mean 
whole brain grey matter volume, FA or MD and the neuropsychological composite 
scores within the groups. A modest, yet significant association between grey matter 
volume and total IQ was previously reported by Reiss et al (Reiss et al. 1996) in 69 
healthy children. Our study was not powered to find such function to morphology 
associations within the group of DMD patients or controls, but aimed at finding 
differences between these groups. 
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There are two potentially confounding issues in this study, which need to be specifically 
addressed. First, the brain still undergoes crucial developments in the age range of 
our subjects. Maximum global grey matter volume is reached between 6-9 years of 
age, after which it linearly declines approximately 5% per decade (Courchesne et 
al. 2000). White matter volume increases substantially from infancy through early 
adulthood with changes in myelination and axonal packing (Lebel et al. 2008). Age 
had a significant effect on FA, MD and RD which is in line with recent results (Lebel 
et al. 2008). This made a correction for age essential in the TBSS analysis despite 
matching for this parameter upon recruitment. 

Secondly, the steroid treatment could have affected brain morphology. Volume 
reductions of hippocampus and amygdala have been observed in patients with asthma 
or rheumatic diseases receiving steroid treatment (Brown, Woolston, and Frol 2008). 
Children with excess endogenous glucocorticoids due to Cushing syndrome showed 
a significantly smaller total brain volume, larger ventricles, and smaller amygdala 
volumes than controls (Coburn-Litvak et al. 2004). Five DMD patients in our study 
were steroid naïve or had only been on steroid treatment for a short period of time 
at least ten years before participating. Two of these patients were in DMD_Dp140+ 
and two in DMD_Dp140-. Given that DMD_Dp140- showed the most extensive 
differences with controls in all tests, this strongly suggests that steroid use cannot be 
the main contributor to the morphological findings. However, a secondary contributing 
effect of the steroids on the morphological MRI findings cannot be excluded.

In conclusion, we observed significant global morphological and microstructural 
differences in the brain between DMD boys and controls. Results suggest that these 
differences arise from altered brain maturation rather than atrophy. Differences 
between DMD_Dp140+ and DMD_Dp140- patients indicate an important role for 
the Dp140 dystrophin isoform in cerebral development. Future studies could include 
longitudinal data to confirm the lack of atrophy or focus on assessment of the structural 
and functional connectivity between different brain networks (the connectome) and 
hopefully further dissect the role of each of the dystrophin brain isoforms.
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3.1 Abstract

Duchenne muscular dystrophy is caused by dystrophin gene mutations which lead 
to the absence of the protein dystrophin. A significant proportion of patients suffer 
from learning and behavioral disabilities, in addition to muscle weakness. We have 
previously shown that these patients have a smaller total brain and grey matter volume, 
and altered white matter microstructure compared to healthy controls. Patients 
with more distal gene mutations, predicted to affect dystrophin isoform Dp140 and 
Dp427, showed greater grey matter reduction. Now, we studied if cerebral blood 
flow in Duchenne muscular dystrophy patients is altered, since cerebral expression 
of dystrophin also occurs in vascular endothelial cells and astrocytes associated with 
cerebral vasculature. T1-weighted anatomical, and pseudo-continuous arterial spin 
labeling cerebral blood flow images were obtained from 26 patients and 19 age-
matched controls (ages 8-18 years) on a 3 tesla MRI scanner. Group comparisons 
of cerebral blood flow were made with and without correcting for grey matter 
volume using partial volume correction. Results showed that patients had a lower 
cerebral blood flow than controls (40.0±6.4 and 47.8±6.3 mL/100g/min respectively, 
p=0.0002). This reduction was independent of grey matter volume, suggesting that 
they are two different aspects of the pathophysiology. Cerebral blood flow was lowest 
in patients lacking Dp140. There was no difference in CBF between ambulant and 
non-ambulant patients. Only three patients showed a reduced left ventricular ejection 
fraction. No correlation between cerebral blood flow and age was found. Our results 
indicate cerebral perfusion is reduced in Duchenne muscular dystrophy patients 
independent of the reduced grey matter volume. 
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3.2 Introduction

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is an X-linked recessive neuromuscular 
disorder caused by mutations in the DMD-gene that impair the expression of the full 
length dystrophin protein (Dp427) in muscle in all patients. In addition to skeletal 
muscle pathology, DMD is characterized by cognitive and behavioral problems. There 
is a one-standard deviation shift in IQ, which means thatapproximately one third 
of patients show (mild) cognitive impairment(Cotton, Voudouris, and Greenwood 
2001) and 40% have reading deficits similar to those observed in patients with 
phonological dyslexia(Billard et al. 1992; Dorman, Hurley, and D’Avignon 1988; J. 
G. M. Hendriksen and Vles 2006). Moreover, there is a higher incidence of attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (24-44%), anxiety disorder (27%), autism 
spectrum disorders (ASD) (15-21%), epilepsy (6.3%), and obsessive-compulsive 
disorder (OCD) (4.8%) in boys with DMD(Banihani et al. 2015; Pane et al. 2013; J. 
G. Hendriksen and Vles 2008; Ricotti et al. 2015). We previously reported reduced 
grey matter (GM) volume and altered white matter (WM) in DMD patients using 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)(Doorenweerd et al. 2014). These differences 
were most profound in patients with mutations in the distal part of the DMD gene. 
Cognitive impairment was also more prominent in this subgroup.

Both full length dystrophin (tcortex, cerebellar cortex and hippocampus, suggesting 
a role in neuronal signaling (Sekiguchi et al. 2009). Dp140 is expressed in micro-
vessels in the brain and Dp71 is expressed in astrocyte end-feet wrapped around 
cerebral microvasculature closely associated with pericytes, co-expressed with 
aquaporin4 receptors (Nico et al. 2005; Nico et al. 2010a). These factors indicate a 
possible role of dystrophin on cerebral microvasculature.

In DMD-patients regional brain glucose hypometabolism was reported using positron 
emission tomography. The authors suggested this might indicate cytoarchitectural 
alterations, but it might also be a result of lower cerebral blood flow (CBF) (Lee et 
al. 2002). A recent study in mdx-mice, the most commonly used animal model for 
DMD, showed an 18% reduction in CBF compared to wild type mice (Goodnough 
et al. 2014). Additional results from mdx-mice showed a reduction in aquaporin4 
expression in the brain and this reduction was associated with swollen perivascular 
astrocyte processes and coupled with impaired development of the blood-brain-
barrier (Nico et al. 2005).

In the current study, we investigated if cerebral hemodynamics is altered in DMD 
using pseudo-continuous arterial spin labeling (pCASL) MRI. 
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3.3 Materials and methods

3.3.1 Participants
Thirty-three participants (ages 8-18 years) with a  diagnosis for DMD, previously 
confirmed by genetic testing, were recruited from the Dutch Dystrophinopathy 
Database. Twenty-two healthy age-matched control participants (ages 8-16 years) were 
recruited from local schools and leisure clubs using posters and flyers(Doorenweerd 
et al. 2014). Recruitment was random. Exclusion criteria were the presence of MRI 
contraindications and the inability to lie supine for at least 30 minutes. In the DMD 
group, two subgroups were distinguished with mutations predicted to affect only 
Dp427 (n=11) or both Dp427 and Dp140 (n=11) expression. All except four patients 
received corticosteroid medication, of whom twenty were on a ten days on, ten days 
off regime. Data on cardiac function were obtained from routine follow-up with 
echocardiography. Left ventricular function was classified as normal using a cut-off 
for left ventricular shortenings fraction of 28%, assessed after the MRI or at most 
three months before. Hematocrit levels were assessed from samples taken in routine 
clinical practice from seven patients in this study, as well as from 33 additional 
patients (age range 5-18 years). The protocol for this cross-sectional observational 
study was approved by the local Medical Ethical Committee. All participants and 
legal representatives provided written informed consent.

3.3.1.1 Neuropsychology
A neuropsychological examination (NPE) was performed in all participants yielding 
three composite scores. The reading score (standardized for age with a range of 
1-19, mean 10 and standard deviation 3 in healthy controls) was based on the mono-
syllabic word reading test and the one minute reading test derived from CB&WL: 
“continu benoemen en woorden lezen” (Bos & Lutje Spelberg, Boom test uitgevers, 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands). The information processing score (standardized as 
the reading score) utilized two subtests - number recall for auditory working memory 
and block counting for conceptual thinking - from the Kaufman Assessment Battery 
for Children and one subtest – symbol search - from the Wechsler Intelligence Scale 
for Children. The score for emotional and behavioral problems can constructed on 
the basis of four problem based subscales from the Dutch version of the Strengths 
and Difficulties Questionnaire for parents(Goodman and Goodman 2012)something 
we examined using nationally representative surveys (n = 1391, age 5-16. General 
intellectual level was assessed by the Peabody Picture Vocabulary test (PPVT-III-
NL).
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3.3.2 MR Acquisition
MR images were acquired without sedation or general anesthetic. For patients who 
were on a ten day on / ten day off corticosteroid treatment regime, MR acquisition was 
performed in the off-period of corticosteroids. A 3D T1-weighted scan (T1w; echo 
time (TE) and repetition time (TR) 4.6/9.8 ms; spatial resolution 1.17 x 0.92 x 1.20 
mm; 4:55 min) was acquired for anatomical reference. A pseudo continuous arterial 
spin labeling scan (pCASL; TE/TR 14 ms/4020 ms; post-label delay 1525 ms; label 
duration 1650 ms; background suppression pulses (BGS) at 1680 ms and 2760 ms; 
voxel-size 3.0 x 3.0 x 7.0 mm; NSA 1; 4:49 min) was acquired for cerebral perfusion 
measurements. An M0 scan (TE/TR 14/10000 ms; spatial resolution 3.0 x 3.0 x 7.0 
mm; NSA 4; 0:50 min) was acquired for CBF quantification. Images were obtained 
on a 3T scanner (Philips Achieva, Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) using 
an 8 channel receive-only head coil.

3.3.3 Processing
Quantification of CBF was performed in accordance with recent white paper 
recommendations (Alsop et al. 2015). As grey matter volume is reduced in DMD 
patients, and the ASL signal in GM is much higher than in WM, we first calculated 
the net GM CBF, and then performed partial volume correction (PVC) to account 
for different amounts of WM and GM in those voxels located on the boundary 
between the two tissue types (Asllani, Borogovac, and Brown 2008). To this end, 
statistical parametric mapping software v.8 (Penny 2006), and custom-written 
programs (MATLAB, Mathworks, Natick, USA) were used for motion correction, 
brain extraction, subtraction of label and control conditions, and segmentation into 
GM, WM and cerebral spinal fluid. Next,  GM and WM voxel fractions were used to 
compute tissue-specific CBF maps for each subject (Asllani, Borogovac, and Brown 
2008). From these tissue-specific CBF maps, partial GM, partial WM and net CBF 
were computed. FSL v.5 (Smith et al. 2004) was then used to compute the individual 
mean net CBF and mean PVC grey matter CBF. For voxel-wise group comparisons 
the CBF maps were co-registered with the T1w scan to Montreal Neurological 
Institute (MNI) standard space using FSL fnirt. 

3.3.4 Statistics
SPSS v. 20 (IBM, Inc.) was used for all ANOVA, t-test’s and Pearson’s correlations, 
and significance was set at p<0.05 using the Bonferroni-Holmes method to correct 
for multiple comparisons. To test group differences between DMD and controls in 
age and mean CBF with and without PVC, Student’s t-test were performed. Patients 
were also subdivided into ambulant and non-ambulant to see if these groups differed 
in CBF using Student’s t-test. Pearson’s correlations were calculated on CBF versus 
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grey matter volume, age and the three neuropsychological composite scores. To test 
differences between controls, DMD_Dp140+ and DMD_Dp140- patients, analysis 
of variance (ANOVA) was performed. Voxelwise group analyses were performed 
to locate regions with different PVC CBF between controls and all DMD patients, 
DMD_Dp140+ or DMD_DP140- patients. FSL VBM and RANDOMISE were used, 
with age as a covariate and cluster-based multiple comparison correction (TCFE) 
was applied. 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Participant characteristics
Three DMD participants were excluded because of withdrawal of informed consent 
(n=2), or technical problems (n=1). Seven pCASL scans were excluded due to 
motion artifacts or inefficient pCASL labeling defined as a (uni-hemispheric) signal 
void upon visual inspection of the data (n=4 for DMD and n=3 for controls). In the 
remaining 26 patients and 19 controls there was no significant difference in age. 
Four DMD patients were steroid naïve, two were taking ACE-inhibitors (perindopril) 
and one was taking methylphenidate for ADHD. The DMD groups’ performance on 
neuropsychological testing was representative of the Dutch DMD population, with 
DMD_Dp140- performing worst, as previously described(Doorenweerd et al. 2014). 
Participant characteristics are shown in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Patient characteristics. 

DMD DMD_Dp140+ DMD_Dp140- Controls

Participants (n) 26 11 11 19

Age (years) mean + sd 12.6 (3.1) 13.5 (3.7) 12.0 (2.8) 13.3 (2.0)

Age range (years) 8-18 9-18 8-16 8-16

Steroid treatment (n) 22 9 9 -

On/off 10 day treatment cycle (n) 20 9 8 -

Wheelchair bound (n) 13 6 6 -

Age of loss of ambulation (years) mean + sd 10.6 (2.0) 11.5 (2.4) 9.9 (1.3) -

3.4.2 Cerebral blood flow
Figure 3.1 shows representative net CBF and PVC CBF maps from a nine year old 
DMD patient and an age-matched control participant. Analysis of all subjects showed 
that DMD patients had a 17% lower CBF compared to healthy controls (p=0.0002) 
(Figure 3.2a & Table 3.2). This difference remained after PVC (p=0.0002). Grey matter 
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volume and CBF were not correlated in either group (Figure 3.3). Voxel-wise analysis 
showed that the reduced CBF was found throughout the grey matter (Figure 3.4a). 

3.4.3 Dystrophin isoform Dp140 
The lowest mean CBF was found in the DMD_Dp140- group, which was significantly 
lower than the controls (p=0.0013) (Figure 3.2b & Table 3.2). The DMD_Dp140+ 
group also differed significantly from controls (p=0.014). The differences remained 
after PVC. Voxel-wise comparison showed a greater difference between DMD_
Dp140- and controls than between DMD_Dp140+ and controls (Figure 3.4b-c). 

Figure 3.1 Representative CBF maps. 

Three transverse slices of the same individual in native space. The left two columns show a nine 

year old participant with DMD with average CBF for the DMD group. The first column shows 

the net CBF and the second column shows the partial volume corrected (PVC) grey matter CBF. 

The right two columns shows a nine year old control with average CBF for the control group, 

again with the first column showing net CBF and the second column showing the PVC CBF. The 

grey scale shows the perfusion in ml/100gram/min. 
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3.4.4 Age, ambulation, cardiac function and blood viscosity
No correlations were found between CBF and age (Figure 3.5). There was also no 
difference in CBF values between ambulant patients and non-ambulant patients 
(Table 3.2). In 24 out of 26 patients, cardiac function data were obtained. Three of 
these patients had low shortening fractions indicating compromised heart function. 
The other twenty-one had normal left ventricular function.

In the cerebral blood flow calculation, hematocrit values are assumed normal. The 
average hematocrit level was 0.43 L/L (range 0.36-0.49, SD 0.03 L/L), and all were 
within reference levels (0.35-0.50).

Figure 3.2 Quantified CBF.

The quantified CBF in milliliter per 100 gram brain tissue per minute is shown. A) depicts con-

trols and the whole patient group with a significantly lower CBF in patients. B) shows controls 

versus DMD_Dp140+ and DMD_Dp140- with a significantly lower CBF in both patient groups 

compared to controls. (* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001).
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3.4.5 Neuropsychological composite scores
The three composite scores were significantly different between DMD-patients and 
controls. DMD-patients scored lower for information processing and word reading 
as well as higher for behavioral problems(Doorenweerd et al. 2014). However, no 
significant correlation was found between CBF and the composite scores in DMD 
patients or controls (Figure 3.6).

Table 3.2 Mean CBF with and without partial volume correction.

CBF (mL/100g/min)
mean + sd

PVC CBF (mL/100g/min)
mean + sd

Controls (n=19) 47.8 ± 6.3 61.4 ± 9.0

DMD (n=26) 40.0 ± 6.4*** 51.1 ± 8.1***

DMD_Dp140+ (n=11) 41.7 ± 6.0* 53.3 ± 7.1*

DMD_Dp140- (n=11) 38.6 ± 6.9** 49.1 ± 8.7**

DMD ambulant (n=13) 40.3 ± 8.8 50.3 ± 8.7

DMD non-ambulant (n=13) 41.9 ± 6.2 51.7 ± 7.9

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 compared to controls.

Figure 3.3 Grey matter volume versus CBF.

No significant correlations were found within the DMD or control groups between CBF and grey 

matter volume.
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Figure 3.4 Localization of significant differences within the brain.

Statistical maps, overlaid on MNI_152_2mm_brain from FSL, localizing regions that differ sig-

nificantly between groups. Image dimension are shown in the radiological convention with the 

right hemisphere on the left side of the image and with the z-values indicating the cross-section 

positioning. There were no regions in which controls showed lower CBF than patients. A) depicts 

results for controls versus the whole patient group showing widespread reduced CBF. B) shows 

results for controls versus patients who have isoform Dp140 where the regions with significantly 

reduced CBF are slightly smaller and more diffuse. C) depicts results for controls versus patients 

missing Dp140 showing widespread reduced CBF.
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3.5 Discussion

In DMD patients, a substantial reduction in CBF (17%) was found compared to 
healthy age-matched control participants. Because GM has a 2-4 fold higher perfusion 
than WM and GM volume is reduced in DMD patients(Doorenweerd et al. 2014), 
correcting for this volume is essential in order to be able to discriminate between 
lower ASL signal due to GM hypo-perfusion or due to a lesser amount of GM in the 
volume-of-interest. As the difference between DMD patients and controls remained 
significant after PVC and no correlation between GM volume and CBF was observed, 
our results show that the lower CBF was independent of GM volume. 

Compared to literature data of typically developing children and young adults, CBF 
values in DMD were at the lower end of the scale although within normal limits 
(Taki et al. 2011). Similar to our results in DMD patients, a reduction of 18% in CBF 
is also seen in mdx mice, the most common animal model for DMD (Goodnough et 
al. 2014). In the same mice, blood-brain-barrier disruption was detected, as well as 
increased arteriogenesis in the cerebrum. There are also reports of vessel alterations 
in the mdx mouse brain with thickening of the perivascular basement membrane and 
absence of laminin and agrin protein content and expression (Nico et al. 2010a). It is 
unknown if these vessel alterations also occur in DMD patients, but the lower CBF 
values reported in our study indicate that this may well be the case.

Figure 3.5 Age versus CBF.

No significant correlations were found within the DMD or control groups between PVC CBF 

and age. 
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The CBF reduction was slightly larger in DMD patients missing Dp140. Dp140 is 
expressed at the astrocyte end-feet that are associated with pericytes as well as at 
microvessels (Nico et al. 2005; Nico et al. 2010b; Waite, Brown, and Blake 2012) 
whereas Dp427 is located at the post-synaptic membrane in neurons (Lidov et al. 
1990; Attwell et al. 2010). Local demands for oxygen and glucose from the brain are 
regulated by pericytes, astrocytes and neurons and active relaxation of pericytes is 
proposed to contribute to 84% of the blood flow increase upon sensory stimulation 
(Hall et al. 2014). Even though the scan was performed at rest, without sensory 
stimulation, the close association between Dp140 and the cerebral vasculature may 
indicate a role in the regulation of vessel dilation and relaxation through pericytes, 
and its absence may therefore contribute to the greater reduction in CBF.  

In neurons, the dystrophin-glycoprotein complex containing Dp427 is involved in 
the organization of γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) GABAA receptors which mediate 
a component of the vasodilation produced in the cortex(Waite, Brown, and Blake 
2012). However, neuronal signaling to blood vessels generally occurs through 
synaptic glutamate release which activates N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors. 
The resulting entry of Ca2+ into neurons activates neuronal nitric oxide synthase 
(nNOS) which releases NO which dilates vessels. nNOS is implicated in the reduced 
perfusion of muscle in DMD as well as Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD) patients 
in whom dystrophin is partially functional, but little is known about the brain in this 
respect(Crosbie 2001; Loufrani et al. 2004; Sander et al. 2000; Torelli et al. 2004). In 
BMD patients, only the event-related response was affected by a drug that potentiates 
NO responses(Lindberg et al. 2017). As no differences in CBF were found at rest 
between drug and placebo, this seems very similar to the functional ischemia seen in 
muscle in BMD and DMD.  Therefore, it may be that nNOS regulation of perfusion 
is affected in brain as well as muscle and, as such, contributes to the lower CBF in 
DMD.

Limitations of our study include that CBF may be influenced by cardiac dysfunction. 
Cardiomyopathy is a common clinical symptom affecting 95% of patients by the age 
of twenty (Judge et al. 2011; Verhaert et al. 2011). Cardiac impairment has previously 
been associated with reduced CBF and cognitive impairment in candidates for heart 
transplantation surgery, although this was a substantially different patient population 
than DMD (Gruhn et al. 2001). Nonetheless, after surgery, the CBF values in those 
patients returned to baseline and cognitive function was restored, suggesting an 
important link between cardiac function and CBF. However, CBF is tightly controlled 
to accommodate fluctuations in cardiac output. Although we do not have cardiac data 
from the control group, which precludes direct comparison of cardiac output between 
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Figure 3.6 Neuropsychological composite scores versus CBF.

No significant correlations were found between information processing (A), word reading (B) or 

behavioral problems (C) composite scores obtained from the neuropsychological test battery to 

PVC CBF in controls and DMD-patients.
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patients and controls, we were able to review cardiac function in the DMD group and 
the vast majority (21 out of 24) had normal left ventricular function. The fact that CBF 
was reduced in both younger and older patients and the absence of any correlation 
between CBF and age further support our hypothesis that  cardiac dysfunction is not 
the major contributor for  the reduced CBF.

Secondly, CBF was measured at an age where the brain is still developing and the 
relationship between age and CBF in healthy brain development is well documented 
(Taki et al. 2011; Kilroy et al. 2011; Hales et al. 2014; Takahashi et al. 1999). By 
contrast, we found no significant correlation between age and CBF in any group, 
which likely reflects the large standard deviation in the correlation together with our 
relatively small group size. In addition, in the current study we looked at mean whole 
brain CBF, whereas different regions of the brain show different relations with age. 
The groups were age matched, and group statistics were corrected for age. The lower 
CBF is therefore unlikely to be due to age effects, but longitudinal studies would be 
required to truly assess this relationship.  

Thirdly, the reduced CBF could be influenced by corticosteroids and body mass index 
(BMI). Despite conflicting reports on a BMI increase in DMD, it has been suggested 
that DMD patients have higher BMI which increases as the mobility decreases 
(Davidson et al. 2014; Sarrazin et al. 2014). An increase in BMI is also a potential 
side effect of corticosteroids and the majority of patients in our study were receiving 
corticosteroid treatment. While studies are limited, there is a report linking high BMI 
to lower CBF values but it is unknown to what extent this study can be translated to 
the DMD population (Willeumier, Taylor, and Amen 2011). In addition, corticosteroids 
might also have a direct effect on cerebral perfusion (Brown, Woolston, and Frol 
2008). To limit these effects, patients who were on a 10-day on, 10-day off regime 
were scanned in the off-period. As no effect of the chronic corticosteroid treatment on 
cerebral blood flow or cerebral blood volume has been reported in neuro-psychiatric 
systemic lupus erthemathosus patients (Emmer et al. 2010), and steroid naïve mdx mice 
showed a similar CBF reduction as in our cohort of DMD boys (Goodnough et al. 
2014), we assume that corticosteroids are not the primary cause of the CBF reduction 
Nevertheless, a contribution of corticosteroids and/or BMI to the reduced CBF cannot 
be excluded without a larger steroid naïve DMD control group. 

Finally, the limited mobility of the patients may have an effect as studies have 
shown CBF elevations in healthy individuals who participate in competitive sports, 
training more than four times per week, compared to people with no regular physical 
activity(Ainslie et al. 2008). There was no difference in CBF between ambulant and 
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non-ambulant patients, but patients will be less active even before losing ambulation. 
Therefore it is difficult to assess the extent of this effect without a control group that 
has similar mobility. 

The quantification of CBF requires a correction for the T1 value of blood. For this, 
literature hematocrit values are used(Alsop et al. 2015). We checked blood hematocrit 
levels taken from routine clinical practice from 40 patients, including seven patients in 
this study, which were all within normal limits. 

DMD is clearly more than a muscle disorder. Patients suffer from cognitive and behavioral 
problems with varying degrees of severity(Cotton, Voudouris, and Greenwood 2001; 
Cyrulnik et al. 2008). Although cerebral GM volume, WM microstructure, and CBF 
are independently changed in DMD, it is difficult to assess the influence of each factor 
on cognition.  There are indications of a relationship between vascular reactivity in 
boys with DMD and cognitive functioning from a study that looked at hemispheric 
specialization using SPECT(Chiron et al. 1999). In this study boys with DMD were 
a control group for boys with dysphasia. In frontal, sensorimotor, auditive, temporo-
parietal an temporo-occipital regions, the CBF ratio showed no left dominant function 
asymmetry in boys with dysphasia and DMD in contrast to controls. In Broca’s area 
only boys with DMD differed significantly from controls. Unfortunately the groups in 
this study were too small to assess a relation between the lack of functional asymmetry 
and the degree of reading or motor disabilities. On a more general level, a significant 
correlation between IQ and CBF was reported in children(Kilroy et al. 2011), but in 
people over 60 years of age, correlations between cognition and CBF disappeared after 
correcting the CBF for brain volume(Poels et al. 2008). We did not find a correlation 
between the composite scores available in this study and CBF. However, our study 
was not powered to find a correlation between cognition and CBF, but aimed at finding 
differences in CBF between patients and controls. 

In conclusion, our results show that cerebral perfusion is reduced in DMD independent 
of the reduction in grey matter volume. Future studies should investigate the influence 
of cerebral autoregulation, the effect of corticosteroid treatment, the relationship with 
cognition and determine if this reduction is progressive within patients. 

3.5.1 Funding source
This study was sponsored by Duchenne Parent Project NL and Gratama Stichting. The 
sponsors had no role in study design, data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, 
or writing of the report.
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4.1 Abstract

Background
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is caused by the absence of dystrophin. 
DMD is associated with specific learning and behavioural disabilities. In the brain, 
dystrophin is associated with GABAA receptors and aquaporin-4 in neurons and 
astrocytes, respectively, but little is known about its function. 

Objective and methods
In this study we aimed to compare the biochemical composition between patients and 
healthy controls in brain regions that are naturally rich in dystrophin using magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy. Given previous conflicting results obtained at clinical field 
strengths, we obtained data using a 7 Tesla system with associated higher signal-to-
noise ratio and spectral resolution. 

Results
Results indicated unchanged biochemical composition in all regions investigated, 
and increased variance in glutamate in the frontal cortex. 
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4.2 Introduction

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is an X-linked recessive disease caused by 
loss of dystrophin expression due to mutations in the DMD gene. DMD has a specific 
neurocognitive profile in that the mean full-scale intelligence quotient (FSIQ) is 
approximately one standard deviation below the population mean (Cotton, Voudouris, 
and Greenwood 2001). DMD patients exhibit problems with verbal short term 
memory, visuospatial long term memory and verbal fluency (Cyrulnik and Hinton 
2008). A higher incidence of autism spectrum disorders (ASD), attention deficit 
and hyperactivity disorders (ADHD), epilepsy and obsessive-compulsive disorders 
(OCD) occurs, and specific learning disorders such as dyslexia have been described 
(Ricotti et al. 2015; Pane et al. 2013; Banihani et al. 2015; Hendriksen and Vles 2008; 
Hendriksen and Vles 2006). Patients with distal mutations in the DMD gene present 
cognitive deficits more frequently than patients with proximal mutations (Taylor et al. 
2010; Ricotti et al. 2015; Chamova et al. 2013), providing a link between the absence 
of multiple brain isoforms to increased risk of cognitive problems.

Dystrophin is naturally expressed in muscle cells,  endothelial cells and the central 
nervous system (Waite, Brown, and Blake 2012) in various isoforms (i.e. Dp427, 
Dp260, Dp140, Dp116, Dp71 and Dp40). In the brain, dystrophin is believed to be 
expressed in the cerebral cortex, amygdala, hippocampus and in purkinje cells of the 
cerebellum (Lidov 1996; Lidov et al. 1990; “Nudel et al 1989; Morris, Simmons, and 
Man 1995; Holder, Maeda, and Bies 1996). Proximal mutations in the DMD gene 
only affect Dp427 in the brain, whereas distal mutations additionally affect Dp140 
and Dp71. Little is known about the function of dystrophin in the brain but studies 
indicate that Dp427 is involved in the organization of GABAA receptors (GABAARs) 
and Dp71 in aquaporin-4 (AQP4)-containing protein complexes in neurons and glia, 
respectively (Waite, Brown, and Blake 2012). 

Using quantitative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) we have previously shown 
reduced grey matter volume, altered white matter microstructure and reduced cerebral 
perfusion in DMD patients compared to age-matched healthy controls (Doorenweerd 
et al. 2014; Doorenweerd et al. 2016). Both structural and perfusion differences were 
measured throughout the brain and were more pronounced in patients with mutations 
predicted to affect Dp140 in addition to Dp427 expression. Because dystrophin is 
linked to GABAARs and AQP4, it is also possible that the biochemical steady-state 
is altered in the absence of dystrophin. Previous magnetic resonance spectroscopy 
(MRS) studies looking at biochemical composition in the brain using clinical magnets 
have presented conflicting results, namely both increased and decreased choline, 
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decreased glutamate and increased NAA (Kato et al. 1997; Rae et al. 1998; Kreis et 
al. 2011). In this study, taking advantage of a 7 Tesla system with higher signal-to-
noise ratio and spectral resolution, we aimed to assess the steady-state biochemical 
composition of the brain regions known to express dystrophin normally.

4.3  Methods

Twenty boys (8-18 years of age) with a mutation in the DMD gene were recruited 
from the Dutch Dystrophinopathy Database (van den Bergen et al. 2014). Seventeen 
healthy age-matched boys, without muscle or brain disorders,  were recruited from 
local schools/leisure clubs using flyers. Exclusion criteria were the inability to lie 
supine for 45 minutes, or MRI contraindications. Patients receiving corticosteroid 
treatment according to a non-continuous schedule were scanned during the off-period. 
Both ambulant and non-ambulant patients were included. Written informed consent 
was obtained from participants and their parents/guardian: the study was approval by 
the local medical ethical committee.

Participants were scanned on a Philips Achieva 7T using a 16- or 32-channel Nova 
Medical receive head coil. A dielectric pad was placed at the lower back of the 
head (Teeuwisse et al. 2012). Scan parameters are listed in Supplementary Table 1. 
A whole-brain 3D T1w-scan was acquired for anatomical reference. A B0 map was 
acquired for first- and second-order shimming. Proton (1H) MRS used a stimulated 
echo acquisition mode (STEAM) sequence preceded by variable power optimization 
relaxation delays (VAPOR) water suppression (Tkáć and Gruetter 2005). Volumes-
of-interest (VOIs) were planned in the left hemisphere (Figure 4.1). A non-water-
suppressed scan was acquired from the same VOI. 

Spectra were inspected by two investigators (ND and HEK), blinded for the diagnosis. 
Spectra showing clear artefacts were excluded from further analysis. Quantification of 
the spectra was performed using LCModel (Provencher 2001; Gasparovic et al. 2006; 
“Ernst et Al 1993_absolute Quantification of Water and Metabolites in the Human 
Brain.pdf,” n.d.; Rooney et al. 2007; Bartha et al. 2002; Marjańska et al. 2012) (see 
online supplementary methods), in which values of the Cramér-Rao lower bound 
(CRLB) of metabolite concentrations <20% were considered reliable estimates. If the 
CRLB of a metabolite exceeded 20% in more than 50% of the cases, that metabolite 
was excluded from further analysis. 
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Student’s T-tests were used to assess differences between DMD and control groups 
in age as well as grey matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid composition of 
the VOIs. If these differed significantly, they were used as a covariate in the general 
linear model that assessed differences in metabolite concentrations. F-tests were used 
to assess differences in the variance of metabolite concentrations between DMD and 
control groups. Bonferroni-Holmes corrections for multiple comparisons were used 
(p<0.05).

Table 4.1 Participant characteristics of the data  that was included in the statistical analy-

sis. Metabolite concentrations are shown in mmol/l for the three VOIs with the mean and 

standard deviation. 

MRS frontal cortex MRS hippocampus MRS cerebellum

DMD Controls DMD Controls DMD Controls

Participants (n) 16 16 13 15 13 16

Age (years)* 12.0 (3.1) 12.9 (2.0) 12.8 (3.1) 12.6 (2.0) 12.9 (3.2) 12.8 (2.1)

Range (years)* 8-18 8-16 8-18 8-16 8-18 8-16

Steroid treatment (n) 15 - 12 - 12 -

On/off 10 day treatment regimen (n) 14 - 11 - 12 -

Brooke scale* 1.9 (1.5) 1 2.1 (1.6) 1 2.4 (1.8) 1

Vignos scale* 5.9 (3.2) 1 6.3 (3.0) 1 6.2 (3.2) 1

Wheelchair bound (n) 9 - 7 - 7 -

Age of loss of ambulation (years)* 10.5 (1.3) - 10.6 (1.4) - 10.7 (1.3) -

Regular education (n) 9 16 9 15 8 16

N-acetyl-aspartate mmol/L ± SD 11.3 ± 1.4 10.2 ± 1.2 9.7 ± 1.4 9.4 ± 1.6 13.0 ± 2.4 12.9 ± 2.7

Creatine mmol/L ± SD 8.6 ± 1.0 8.2 ± 1.0 9.8 ± 1.0 9.4 ± 1.6 8.9 ± 1.4 8.9 ± 1.5

Choline mmol/L ± SD 2.0 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.2 2.7 ± 0.3# 2.7 ± 0.5 2.2 ± 0.2 2.2 ± 0.4

Glutamate mmol/L ± SD 11.4 ± 2.3# 10.2 ± 1.0 10.9 ± 1.9 10.4 ± 1.8 9.6 ± 1.9 10.1 ± 2.5

Glutamate + glutamine mmol/L ± SD 11.7 ± 2.5# 11.1 ± 1.1 12.5 ± 2.0 12.2 ± 2.2 10.5 ± 2.3 11.2 ± 2.5

Myo-Inositol mmol/L ± SD 4.4 ± 0.7 4.3 ± 0.6 7.1 ± 1.1 7.7 ± 1.8 6.1 ± 1.8 6.7 ± 1.5

Aspartate mmol/L ± SD 5.6 ± 1.5 4.8 ± 1.1 5.6 ± 1.5# 6.3 ± 2.8 - -

*p=0.02 before correction for multiple comparisons: not significant after correcting for multiple 

comparisons # F test to compare variances: significantly different variances at p<0.05
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4.4 Results

Two participants (DMD) were excluded due to corrupted datasets. For the frontal 
cortex, 3/35 MRS scans (two DMD, one control) failed visual inspection or CRLB 
criteria. For the hippocampus, two patients did not complete the scan and 4/33 scans 
(three DMD, one control) failed quality control. For the cerebellum, one control 
did not complete the scan and 4/31 (three DMD, one control) failed quality control. 
Table 4.1 summarizes the  MRS scans that passed quality control. 

There was no significant difference in age between the DMD and control group. 
Six patients were included who had a distal mutation in the DMD gene, which was 
predicted to affect Dp140 in addition to Dp427 expression.

Representative spectra and metabolite concentrations are shown in Figure 4.1, and 
the means and standard deviations in Table 4.1. Overall, there were no differences 
between DMD and control boys in any metabolite concentrations. The variance 
in glutamate concentration was  larger in the frontal cortex compared to healthy 
controls, while the variance in choline and aspartate in the hippocampus was smaller 
(Table 4.1). No correlations with age or grey/white matter fraction were found. 
Visually, Dp140- patients had similar metabolite concentrations compared to both 
other boys with DMD and controls (Figure 4.1).

4.5 Discussion

Our results show  preserved biochemical composition of the main metabolites that can 
be detected using MRS in three localized regions (cerebellum, hippocampus and frontal 
cortex) of the brain in DMD patients. These areas are known to express dystrophin in 
healthy controls. 

Because dystrophin is associated with GABAA, and glutamate is required both for its 
synthesis and the product of its breakdown, one hypothesis tested in this work is that the 
absence of dystrophin would lead to disrupted glutamate metabolism. Indeed, increased 
glutamate has been previously reported in the temporo-parietal cortex in DMD patients 
(Kreis et al. 2011). Interestingly, while the glutamate concentrations in our groups were 
not significantly different on average, there was a significantly larger variance in our 
DMD group compared to controls in the frontal cortex. This suggests that glutamate 
metabolism may be affected on an individual level in DMD. Further research is required 
to determine whether this is related to the heterogeneity in cognitive performance.
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Previous MRS studies in DMD patients have reported increased NAA and conflicting 
(both increases and decreases) results for choline in different areas of the brain in DMD 
(Rae et al. 1998; Kreis et al. 2011; Kato et al. 1997). These studies were conducted at 
lower field strengths, in smaller cohorts and used less stringent statistics compared to 
our study. We also find elevated (p=0.02) NAA in the frontal cortex of similar magnitude 
to the elevated NAA that was reported by Kreis and colleagues in the temporo-parietal 
cortex (Kreis et al. 2011). However, the NAA elevation was not statistically significant 
after correcting for multiple comparisons. We found very similar choline concentrations 
between patients and controls, which is in contrast to previous findings of both increased 
(Kato et al. 1997; Rae et al. 1998) and decreased (Kreis et al. 2011) choline. As choline is 
largely taken up as a result of food consumption (Zeisel and da Costa 2009), a plausible 
explanation for the contrasting findings may be differences in diet between the studies.

In mdx mice, an animal model commonly used to study DMD, increased choline was 
also found, as well as decreased GABA and altered amino-acid concentrations (Tracey 
et al. 1996; Griffin et al. 2006; Xu et al. 2015). Similar to our results, there were no 
significant differences in any of the other metabolites and no differences were found 
in the cerebellum. The increased GABA was found in the hippocampus in absence of 
significant differences in glutamate. Unfortunately, both GABA and the amino-acids 
were beyond the detection limit of our study, so no comparison can be made.

With respect to the role of Dp140, the groups are too small to establish statistical 
significance. Within our study, the metabolite concentration values of boys missing 
Dp140 consistently lie in the same range as for the other boys with DMD which is 
in line with the earlier study where no effect of Dp140 was found on the metabolite 
concentrations (Kreis et al. 2011).

To conclude, we have shown preserved biochemical composition, with a statistically 
significant increased variance in glutamate concentration in boys with DMD compared 
to healthy controls. These measurements were performed at steady-state and it is 
possible that metabolism is normal at rest, but changes with challenges that require 
higher cognitive functioning. To this end, we propose the use of functional MRI or MRS 
to better assess brain metabolism in response to a challenge. Additionally, the increased 
variance in glutamate requires further attention as this may be related to the association 
of Dp427 to GABAARs. 

4.5.1 Contributions
The study was set up by CS, HK, JV, JH and EN. Participants were recruited by ND 
and CS. ND, HK and MH did the data acquisition. ND, MH, SS, AW, CS, MvB, 
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JV, JH, EN and HK were involved in the data discussion. Statistical analyses were 
aided by EvZ. Data analyses were performed by ND, MH, SS and HK. Writing of the 
manuscript was performed by ND. Editing of the manuscript was performed by HK, 
EN, MH, JV and AW. The manuscript was reviewed by all authors.
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5.1 Abstract 

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a muscular dystrophy with high incidence 
of learning and behavioral problems and is associated with neurodevelopmental 
disorders. To gain more insights into the role of dystrophin in this cognitive 
phenotype, we performed a comprehensive analysis of the expression patterns of 
dystrophin isoforms across human brain development, using unique transcriptomic 
data from Allen Human Brain and BrainSpan atlases. Dystrophin isoforms show large 
changes in expression through life with pronounced differences between the fetal 
and adult human brain.  The Dp140 isoform was expressed in the cerebral cortex 
only in fetal life stages, while in the cerebellum it was also expressed postnatally. 
The Purkinje isoform Dp427p was virtually absent. The expression of dystrophin 
isoforms was significantly associated with genes implicated in neurodevelopmental 
disorders, like autism spectrum disorders or attention-deficit hyper-activity disorders, 
which are known to be associated to DMD. We also identified relevant functional 
associations of the different isoforms, like an association with axon guidance or 
neuron differentiation during early development. Our results point to the crucial role 
of several dystrophin isoforms in the development and function of the human brain. 
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5.2 Introduction

Duchenne (DMD) and Becker (BMD) muscular dystrophies are X-linked genetic 
neuromuscular disorders characterized by severe and progressive muscle weakness. 
Mutations in the DMD gene result in absent/non-functional muscle dystrophin protein 
in DMD and shortened/partially functional protein in BMD. 

In addition to skeletal muscle pathology, DMD is characterized by cognitive and 
behavioural problems with 30% of boys with DMD showing cognitive impairment 
(IQ < 70)(Cotton, Voudouris, and Greenwood 2001) and 40% having reading deficits 
similar to those observed in patients with phonological dyslexia(Billard et al. 1992; 
Dorman, Hurley, and D’Avignon 1988; Castles and Coltheart 1993). Moreover, there 
is a higher incidence of attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (32%), 
anxiety disorder (27%), autism spectrum disorders (ASD) (15%), epilepsy (6.3%), 
and obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) (4.8%) in patients with DMD(Banihani 
et al. 2015; Pane, Messina, et al. 2013; J. G. Hendriksen and Vles 2008). The 
progressive nature of the muscle pathology is a hallmark of the disease. Unfortunately, 
there is no longitudinal study that investigates whether the cognitive pathology in 
DMD is progressive. Developmental delay was reported as early as under the age 
of four and more atrophy was seen in men with DMD compared to boys,  which 
may indicate progression with age(Pane, Scalise, et al. 2013; Yoshioka et al. 1980). 
However. normalization of IQ values has also been suggested(Cotton, Voudouris, 
and Greenwood 2001). In BMD patients, frequencies of learning difficulties or 
comorbidity with neurodevelopmental disorders have not been systematically 
reviewed. However, one report highlights a small group of relatively young patients, 
with spelling, arithmetic, reading difficulties, as well as behavioral problems and an 
earlier report had shown occurrence of epilepsy despite absent deviations from full 
scale IQ (FSIQ) distributions(Young et al. 2008; Goodwin, Muntoni, and Dubowitz 
1997). Caution is warranted, however, when projecting these results to the general 
BMD population.

The DMD gene contains at least seven independent, tissue-specific promoters and two 
polyA-addition sites, producing several isoforms that are named to reflect their length 
and splicing patterns (Figure 5.1). The localization and function of the full-length 
muscle isoform Dp427m is well characterized both in humans and animal models. It 
is a crucial component of the dystrophin-glycoprotein complex (DGC), which bridges 
the inner cytoskeleton and the extracellular matrix providing structural stability to 
muscle fibers(Sweeney and Barton 2000; Townsend 2014). However, information 
on brain dystrophin is almost solely derived from animal models and cell culture 
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studies, with only a few case studies in man(Waite, Brown, and Blake 2012; R. G. F. 
Hendriksen et al. 2016). It is believed that the cortical isoform Dp427c is predominantly 
expressed in neurons of the cortex and the CA regions of the hippocampus(Nudel 
et al. 1989; “Lidov et Al 2000_Localization of Dystrophin to Postsynaptic Regions 
of the Central Nervous System Cortical Neurons.pdf,” n.d.). The Purkinje isoform 
Dp427p has two variants which are reported to be expressed in cerebellar Purkinje 
cells(Holder, Maeda, and Bies 1996). The shorter Dp260 and Dp116 isoforms are 
expressed primarily in the retina and the peripheral nerve, respectively(Dsouza et al. 
1995; Byers, Lidov, and Kunkel 1993). There is very limited information on the sites 
of expression of the Dp140 isoform and its splice variants. A study of one 3.5 month 
old fetus and one 60 year old brain suggested that the Dp140 isoform is predominantly 
expressed during fetal life stages(Morris, Simmons, and Man 1995). Finally, the Dp71 
isoform is ubiquitously expressed, with higher levels in the central nervous system 
(CNS)(Lederfein et al. 1992; Austin et al. 1995). 

The risk of cognitive impairment in DMD has been associated with the location 
of mutations within the DMD gene resulting in the absence of specific dystrophin 
isoforms. FSIQ scores correlate with the number of isoforms missing. Patients missing 
all isoforms due to mutations in the distal part of the gene have the lowest scores, 
whereas patients missing only the full-length isoform have the highest scores(Taylor 
et al. 2010). Moreover, patients lacking Dp140 isoforms performed worse on all 
neuropsychological tests (general cognitive abilities, verbal memory, attention and 
executive functions) compared to those with preserved Dp140(Chamova et al. 2013). 
The relationship between the isoforms that are affected and the cognitive profile 
is further supported by the higher incidence of neurodevelopmental disorders in 
patients missing Dp140 compared to patients missing only Dp427(Banihani et al. 
2015; Ricotti, Mandy, et al. 2015). This group distinction was already detectable 
below the age of four, as assessed with developmental quotients(Pane, Scalise, et 
al. 2013). Finally, imaging has shown reduced grey matter volume and altered white 
matter microstructure compared to age-matched healthy controls, which was also 
more profound in patients missing Dp140(Doorenweerd, Straathof, et al. 2014).

Despite this mounting evidence of the association between the absence of shorter 
dystrophin isoforms and higher incidence of learning and behavioral disabilities, the 
etiology of the CNS pathology in DMD and BMD remains elusive. In this study, 
we provide detailed analysis of the spatial and temporal expression patterns of the 
dystrophin isoforms in the pathology-free adult and developing human brain. Using 
co-expression analysis, we characterize the functional role of the dystrophin isoforms 
as well as their relationships to other neurological disorders across brain development.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Differential dystrophin isoform expression during brain development
We used the BrainSpan atlas of the developing human brain transcriptome (Miller 
et al. 2014) to assess the dystrophin isoform expression throughout development. 
The BrainSpan atlas provides RNA-sequencing expression profiling of 16 brain 
structures from 42 donor brains spanning early pre-natal development (8 weeks post-
conception) to adulthood (40 years of age). In order to assess the expression of the 
different dystrophin isoforms, we used the expression of the unique first exons of 
Dp427p, Dp427c, Dp427m, Dp260, Dp140, Dp116 and the shared first exon of Dp71 
and Dp40 (Figure 5.2). We grouped the donors into 10 developmental stages (Online 
Supplementary Table 1). Figure 5.2 shows the expression of all exons within the 
DMD gene, across different brain regions and through development. The expression 

Figure 5.1: Human dystrophin isoforms. Dystrophin isoforms derived from the DMD gene 

located on the X chromosome (GRCh37.p13, RefSeq Release 74: NG_012232.1). The vertical 

green dashes indicate individual exons. The full-length dystrophins (Dp427) have 79 exons, with 

isoforms starting at unique first exons. For some isoforms multiple splice variants have been 

identified (indicated on the right hand side). The shorter isoforms (relative to the full-length 

isoforms Dp427) have unique first exons (i.e. not included in any other isoform), with the ex-

ception of Dp71 and Dp40 which share a first exon but use alternative polyadenylation sites. 

The red boxes indicate the position of the promoter region of each isoform. The second exon of 

Dp427c,m,p was used to represent the full-length dystrophin as a group (indicated by a purple 

box). This figure was generated using the NCBI’s Sequence Viewer.
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of Dp427c, and Dp427m is low during fetal development, shows a slight increase 
around the age of two, and is low throughout middle adulthood. This pattern is 
consistent across the different brain regions, though more prominent in the cerebral 
cortex when assessing Dp427 exon two, which is shared between Dp427p, Dp427c 
and Dp427m (Figure 5.2B-D). 

In contrast to previous reports(Holder, Maeda, and Bies 1996; Gorecki et al. 1992), the 
Purkinje isoform Dp427p was virtually absent in the brain throughout development, 
with expression levels even lower than muscle dystrophin Dp427m. To verify that 
Dp427p is indeed expressed in mouse, but not in human brain, we analyzed the 
expression of Dp427p in cerebellum and cerebral cortex samples from control adult 
human brain (provided by the Netherlands Brain Bank) using quantitative polymerase 
chain reaction (qPCR). Indeed, we did not observe Dp427p expression in the human 
cerebral cortex and also not in the cerebellum, where the Purkinje neurons are located 
(Online Supplementary Figure 1). Yet in line with previous studies(Kueh, Head, and 
Morley 2008; Snow, Anderson, and Fry 2014), Dp427p was expressed in the mouse 
cerebellum and not in the mouse cerebral cortex (Online Supplementary Figure 1). 
This sharp contrast in Dp427p expression in the cerebellum suggests a different role 
for Dp427p in human than in mouse. 

As expected, the samples representing retinal Dp260 and peripheral nerve Dp116 
have virtually no expression in the brain (their unique first exons are not expressed). 
By contrast, Dp140 is clearly expressed in the fetal brain, with high expression in the 
early to mid-fetal stages, but very low expression from the late fetal stage onwards. 
Nevertheless, Dp140 is still expressed in the cerebellum and cerebral cortex at middle 
adulthood (n=3), which has never been reported before (Figure 5.2E). To verify that 
Dp140 is indeed expressed in the adult cerebral cortex and cerebellum, we analyzed 
the expression of Dp140 as described above for Dp427p. Results confirm expression 
on Dp140 in the adult human cerebral cortex, as well as much higher expression in 
the adult human cerebellum (Online Supplementary Figure 1). 

The Dp71+Dp40 expression is high during fetal stages and remains high after birth 
and later in life showing little regional specificity, in line with earlier reports indicating 
ubiquitous expression(H. G. Lidov, Selig, and Kunkel 1995; Waite, Brown, and Blake 
2012). This is further supported by qPCR results showing comparable Dp71 expression 
levels in the cortex and cerebellum (Online Supplementary Figure 1). 
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5.3.2 DMD expression in the adult human brain is high in the hippocampus 
and amygdala but low in the cerebellum relative to the brain average 
expression
To analyse the spatial distribution of DMD gene expression across the adult brain, 
we used the Allen Human Brain Atlas (AHBA), which has a much higher resolution 
than the BrainSpan atlas but lacks the temporal dimension. The AHBA provides 
microarray gene expression data from hundreds of samples extracted from six adult 
human brains, allowing detailed analysis of the regional expression of genes across 
the human brain. However, as oligo-dT primers were used for sample preparation, 
which capture the distal part of the gene, it is not possible to distinguish between 
different isoforms, nor is exon specific data available. 

Relative to the average expression levels across the six donors, the highest expression 
levels of DMD were found in the hippocampus and amygdala (Figure 5.3). Within 
the hippocampus, expression was highest in the CA4 region which is a small region 
in between CA3 and the dentate gyrus, and lowest in the CA2 region (Figure 5.3A, 
Online Supplementary Table 2). The expression of DMD in the amygdala was highest 
in the basolateral complex (La, BL and BM), the input side of the amygdala that 
receives information from the prefrontal cortex, which is implicated in complex 
behaviour. Relatively low DMD expression was found on the output side with the 
central nucleus which connects with the brainstem and pons. Of the basolateral 
complex, highest DMD expression was found in the lateral nucleus which receives 
information from the neocortex, thalamus and hippocampus. 

Animal studies have thus far consistently shown high dystrophin expression in the 
cerebellum(H G W Lidov, Byers, and Kunkel 1993; Snow, Fry, and Anderson 2013). 
Surprisingly, the lowest levels of DMD expression in the human brain were found in 
the cerebellum and the pons (Figure 5.3B). Within the cerebellum, DMD expression 
was lowest in the globose (GL), fastigial (Fas) and dentate nuclei (DN) which receive 
inhibitory (GABAergic) input from Purkinje cells and excitatory (glutamatergic) 
inputs from mossy fibres and climbing fibre pathways. Second lowest expression was 
located in the regions associated with working memory, in the biventral lobule (Bl). 
The regions implicated in timing and coordination as well as attention through the 
prefrontal cortex, in the tonsilla (TO) and semilunal lobule (SL) were third lowest. 
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5.3.3 Activity of transcription start sites in the DMD gene confirm 
expression observations
Gene expression is regulated by multiple factors that integrate at transcription 
start sites (TSSs) to control the transcription of target genes in a cell-specific 
manner(Lenhard, Sandelin, and Carninci 2012). To better characterize the activity 
of the dystrophin transcripts across different tissues and cell-types, we analyzed TSS 
usage within the DMD gene across different brain regions. Genome-wide TSS usage 
has been detected across many human cell-types in the FANTOM5 consortium data 
set (using cap analysis of gene expression; CAGE)(Lizio et al. 2015; Forrest et al. 
2014) and by the Roadmap Epigenomic Consortium using chromatin markers specific 
to TSSs(Kundaje et al. 2015). 

Using the FANTOM5 data, we mapped the usage of TSSs from tissue samples of the 
amygdala, hippocampus, cerebellum and cerebral cortex based on the TSS expression 
in the adult human brain (Figure 5.4). In total, there were 25 TSSs within a window 
of 1kb of the first exons of Dp427c, Dp427m, Dp427p, Dp260, Dp140, Dp116, and 
Dp70+Dp41 (Online Supplementary Table 3). Consistent with our findings from the 
BrainSpan data and the qPCR experiment (Figure 5.2 and Online Supplementary 
Figure 1), the TSSs of the Purkinje isoform were not expressed in any of the samples 
analyzed. Similarly, we did not observe expression of the TSSs of Dp260 and Dp116. 
In addition, the expression of the TSSs of Dp427c was highest in the amygdala and 
hippocampus, in line with the observations from the AHBA analysis (Figure 5.3). 
The short isoforms Dp71+Dp40 were consistently expressed across the brain with 
lower expression in the cerebellum, in line with results from the BrainSpan analysis 
(Figure 5.2A). The TSSs of Dp140 were expressed throughout the adult brain with 
higher expression in the cerebellum compared to the rest of the brain. The higher 
expression in the cerebellum is in line with the BrainSpan data (Figure 5.2E). In 
contrast to the low expression levels observed after birth in the BrainSpan data, the 
expression levels of Dp140 TSSs were high in the cerebral cortex, hippocampus 
and amygdala of the adult brain. However, this matches our results from the qPCR 
analysis of the adult cerebral cortex and cerebellum (Online Supplementary Figure 1). 
Finally, the expression of the TSSs of the muscle isoform (Dp427m) was low across 
the brain except in the cerebellum.

To further investigate TSS usage within the DMD gene, we used the data from the 
Roadmap Epigenomic Consortium(Kundaje et al. 2015) to identify TSSs based on 
their chromatin signatures. We analyzed the chromatin signatures (i.e. chromatin 
states) across the DMD gene, focusing on active TSS, in adult and fetal brain samples 
as well as samples from the muscle, heart, liver, aorta, and kidney (see Online 
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Methods for a full list of samples). In general, brain samples showed high TSS 
activity for the Dp140 and Dp71+Dp40 isoform groups (Figure 5.4), while the muscle 
and heart samples showed high TSS activity for the Dp427 isoforms group. The 
fetal brain samples showed active TSS at the first exon of the Dp140 isoform but no 
active TSS for the Dp71+Dp40 isoform, supporting the expression patterns shown in 
Figure 5.2. The Dp140 isoform contained active TSS markers in the Neurospheres 
Cortex Derived, Angular Gyrus, Germinal Matrix and Mid Frontal Lobe samples 
and no active TSS in the Substania Nigra, Anterior Caudate, Cingulate Gyrus, and 
Inferior Temporal Lobe samples. 

5.3.4. Dystrophin isoforms are significantly co-expressed with genes 
implicated in neurodevelopmental disorders
To get more insight into the functional role of dystrophin throughout human brain 
development and its association to other neurodevelopmental disorders, we analyzed 
the spatial and temporal expression pattern relationships of the DMD gene and the 
different dystrophin isoforms. Co-expression analysis is a well-established approach 
to infer functional associations of genes using high-throughput expression data based 
on the ‘guilt by association’ principle(Stuart et al. 2003). First, we ranked all genes 
based on the correlation of their expression pattern to the DMD gene in the AHBA 
and to the three dystrophin isoform groups (Dp427, Dp140 and Dp71+Dp40) in the 
BrainSpan atlas, resulting in four ranked gene lists (Online Supplementary Table 
4). Next, we tested whether genes related to five disorders with high incidence in 
DMD patients (ASD, intellectual disability (ID), ADD, OCD, and dyslexia; Online 
Supplementary Table 5) are overrepresented among genes which are strongly co-
expressed with DMD and the three isoforms (Figure 5.5).

Genes associated with ASD and ID were significantly co-expressed with dystrophin 
expression patterns for both the full-length and shorter isoforms, especially Dp140 
(FDR-corrected P = 5.66 x 10-4; one-sided Mann-Whitney U-Test; Figure 5.5). In 
addition, ADD- and OCD-related genes were significantly co-expressed with Dp427 
(FDR-corrected P = 4.3 x 10-4; one-sided Mann-Whitney U-Test). The expression 
pattern of dyslexia-related genes followed DMD expression in the adult brain, as 
well as Dp427 and Dp71+Dp40 expression in the developing brain (FDR-corrected 
P = 2.98 x 10-3; one-sided Mann-Whitney U-Test). 

To assess the strength of the connections between the top 25 of DMD associated 
genes, we mapped these based on their spatial and temporal co-expression patterns 
with Dp427, Dp140 and Dp71+Dp40 in the developing human brain to a co-
expression network. We combined this with the individual disease associations from 
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DisGeNET(Pinero et al. 2015) to get an insight into the disease associations without 
prior selection based on previously reported co-occurrence in DMD (Figure 5.6). 
The Dp140 network shows a stronger co-expression between genes compared to the 
networks of Dp427 and Dp71+Dp40. The overlaid disease annotations show strong 
co-expression between dystrophin isoforms and other diseases such as epilepsy, 
mental retardation, obesity, nervous system malformation, neurodevelopmental 
disorders and cardiovascular problems. These spatial and temporal co-expression 
relationships point toward a functional association between DMD and genes related 
to these disorders.

To get an insight into the functional role of dystrophin throughout brain development, 
we assessed genes with strong co-expression to the three different dystrophin 
isoform groups for enrichment in gene ontology (GO) terms (Figure 5.6, Online 
Supplementary Table 6). The molecular function associated to Dp427 was channel 
activity and transmembrane transporter activity. This matched with the biological 
process of transmembrane transport and synaptic transmission. The cellular 
component associated with Dp427 was the neuron part and more specifically the 
synaptic membrane. Finally, the phenotype associations were abnormal synaptic 
transmission and abnormal nervous system physiology.

Genes co-expressed with Dp140 were enriched in GO-terms related to early 
neurodevelopment via regulation of neuron differentiation and neuron projection 

Figure 5.5 Genes co-expressed with dystrophin isoforms are enriched in disease-related 

genes. Genes co-expressed with DMD gene across the adult human brain as well as the dystro-

phin isoforms across brain development (rows) are analyzed for enrichment in genes harboring 

rare de novo variants in ASD and ID probands, a curated set of ASD risk genes (SFARI ASD), 

ADD-, OCD-, and dyslexia-related genes. Heatmap colors correspond to –log10(FDR-corrected 

P-value). All enrichment values for the lists enriched at P < 0.05 (one-sided Mann-Whitney 

U-test; FDR-corrected) are shown. 
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morphogenesis as well as chromatin modification. The cellular component was the 
main axon and the top phenotype associations were abnormal nervous system tract 
morphology and abnormal corpus callosum morphology. 

Finally, genes co-expressed with Dp71+Dp40 were enriched in terms related to 
receptor binding as well as vascular development. The cellular component was the 
cell surface interacting with the extracellular matrix and the actin cytoskeleton and 
the top phenotype was abnormality of the cerebral vasculature.

5.4 Discussion

We provide a comprehensive study of the expression of dystrophin isoforms in healthy 
human brain across anatomical regions and developmental stages. The detailed 
analysis of the expression patterns of the dystrophin isoforms and their spatial and 
temporal co-expression relationships provide a better understanding of the role of 
dystrophin in the development and function of the human brain.

The full-length isoforms Dp427c and even Dp427m show very low yet detectable 
expression throughout human development, confirming earlier reports(“Lidov et al 
2000” n.d.; Hart G W Lidov, n.d.). However, the Purkinje isoform (Dp427p) showed 
almost no expression in the developing human brain data which is in contrast to an 
earlier study by Gorecki et al(Gorecki et al. 1992) which established the Purkinje 
specificity of Dp427p by showing its expression in the mouse cerebellum. A later 
report by Holder et al.(Holder, Maeda, and Bies 1996) showed expression of 
Dp427p in one adult cortical sample and no expression signal in a 20-week old 
fetal brain sample using PCR. To further confirm our findings from the BrainSpan 
atlas, we validated the absence of Dp427p expression from adult human and mouse 
cerebral cortex and cerebellar samples using qPCR and by interrogating TSS usage 
information from the FANTOM5 project. These results illustrate discrepancies in 
dystrophin isoforms expression between human and mouse brains and highlight the 
importance of comprehensive maps of expression in mouse and human brains for 
better translation between animal experiments to human conditions in which the 
DMD gene is implicated. It also means that results from studies specifically assessing 
the expression on Dp427p in mice may need to be reinterpreted(Kueh, Head, and 
Morley 2008; Snow, Fry, and Anderson 2013).

The virtual lack of Dp260 and Dp116 expression confirms earlier hypotheses 
on the exclusive expression of these isoforms in the retina and peripheral nerves, 
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respectively, despite a recent report indicating that Dp260 may be expressed in brain 
as well(Ricotti, Jagle, et al. 2015). Based on the BrainSpan data, Dp140 is expressed 
mainly during the fetal stages of life across the brain, and at middle adulthood in few 
samples from the cerebellum and cortex. These results are in line with earlier results 
from fetal and adult human brain samples, where western-blot analysis showed Dp140 
in the fetal brain but not in the adult brain(Morris, Simmons, and Man 1995; H G W 
Lidov, Byers, and Kunkel 1993; H. G. Lidov, Selig, and Kunkel 1995). Interestingly, 
the AHBA data indicates that DMD expression is low in the cerebellum relative to the 
rest of the brain. Based on our validation we observed high expression of Dp140 in 
the adult human cerebellum and much lower expression in the cortex, in contrast to 
the earlier observation from AHBA. Further analysis of the expression of the Dp140 
TSS from the FANTOM5 data indicates that indeed Dp140 is expressed/present in the 
adult human cerebellum. 

The Dp71 and Dp40 isoforms showed consistent expression throughout brain 
development. Although we could not differentiate between Dp71 and Dp40 isoforms 
because they share a first exon, the high expression level of the last exon (belonging 
to Dp71 and not Dp40) suggests some specificity for the high signal to Dp71.

Caution is needed with the extrapolation of our results to protein quantity, as our 
results represent RNA expression levels which is still several steps removed from 
the final protein product(Liu et al. 2016). Also, in the current study, we analyzed 
the variable expression patterns of the different dystrophin isoforms across brain 
areas and development stages. Future work can determine the regulatory mechanisms 
responsible for these patterns of expression. For instance, different isoforms might be 
regulated by different sets of transcription factors which can be discovered through 
a motif analysis and validated using chromatin immune precipitation followed by 
sequencing (CHIP-seq) experiments. 

Cerebellar dysfunction has been suggested to underlie deficits in reading and 
verbal working memory as well as playing an role in ASD which are important 
components of the DMD cognitive deficit(Cyrulnik and Hinton 2008),(Fatemi et al. 
2012). Our results rather emphasize the amygdala, involved in emotion regulation, 
and the hippocampus, involved in memory, based on their high expression of DMD 
and the supporting evidence of memory and emotion deficits in DMD from animal 
and neuropsychological studies in humans(Banihani et al. 2015; Ricotti, Mandy, et 
al. 2015; Chaussenot et al. 2015; Vaillend, Billard, and Laroche 2004). Moreover, 
we show a relatively even distribution of DMD expression throughout the cortex, 
involved in higher-order cognitive functioning. This is well in line with magnetic 
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resonance imaging (MRI) studies demonstrating global structural alteration 
with reduced grey matter volume all through the cortex and altered white matter 
microstructure also throughout the brain in DMD patients compared to healthy age-
matched controls(Doorenweerd, Straathof, et al. 2014; Doorenweerd, Dumas, et al. 
2014). 

Co-expression analysis indicates a strong association between the dystrophin isoforms 
and genes implicated in ASD and ID, which might explain the high comorbidity of 
these disorders in DMD and possibly BMD patients. Functional enrichment analysis 
of strongly co-expressed genes advocates different functions for the three groups of 
isoforms throughout development. Dp140 shows a stronger co-expression within the 
network compared to the networks for Dp427 and Dp71+Dp40. This may be related 
to the higher expression of Dp140 early in development. It could also be due to a 
physical link between the protein product of one of the neurodevelopmental disease 
genes to dystrophin. However, the protein domains within Dp140 largely overlap 
with those of the other dystrophin isoforms (with the exception of the N-terminal/
actin binding domain which is specific to full length dystrophin). It is therefore 
unlikely that there are Dp140 specific protein interactions compared to Dp427 
and Dp71, but it might be that there are cell-type specific interactions that are still 
undiscovered. The localization of Dp427 to the synaptic membrane in neurons with 
a function revolving around transmembrane transport and signal transmission further 
supports the proposed dystrophin-glycoprotein complex-like structure positioned in 
post-synaptic densities of GABA-ergic neurons in the brain(Waite, Brown, and Blake 
2012). Dp140, however, clearly shows a different role tailored towards axon guidance 
and transcription factor activity as well as neuron differentiation which are early 
neurodevelopmental processes. Absence of Dp140 may therefore lead to abnormal 
nervous system tract morphology as proposed by the GO-terms which might explain 
the altered white matter microstructure detected by MRI(Doorenweerd, Straathof, et 
al. 2014). The presence of Dp140 in later life is unexpected as the main functional 
terms relate to early neurodevelopment. However, transcription factor activity or 
chromatin modifications, which were also strongly associated, may suggest a role in 
generic transcription pathways. It is worth noting that mutations in genes involved in 
chromatin remodeling are strongly associated to ASD(Krumm et al. 2014).

The association of Dp71+Dp40 signal transduction plus transmembrane receptor 
binding in relation to growth factors implies that the structural alterations thus far 
observed in the brains of patients missing Dp427 and Dp140(Doorenweerd, Straathof, 
et al. 2014) may be further aggravated in patients missing Dp71 and Dp40. Future 
studies on cerebral structural integrity in the absence of Dp71 and Dp40 can test 
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this hypothesis. Interestingly, Dp71+Dp40 were also associated with the cerebral 
vasculature and blood vessel development. Studies have shown altered cerebral blood 
flow in DMD, but the mouse models used in these studies did not have mutations that 
were predicted to affect Dp71 of Dp40(Goodnough et al. 2014).

Therapeutic trials for DMD include strategies that aim to restore functional 
dystrophin protein by gene editing, the first drug of which was recently approved(Lim, 
Maruyama, and Yokota 2017; Syed 2016; Wang et al. 2017). However, these therapies 
currently do not cross the blood-brain-barrier, so they cannot restore dystrophin 
function in the brain. There is one exception reported in mice, where tricycle-DNA 
oligomers were used, that did enter the brain and was shown to restore behavioural 
function(Goyenvalle et al. 2015). 

Our results indicate that dystrophin isoforms play an important role in the development 
and function of the human brain. These findings advocate for the necessity to 
profile the expression of the dystrophin isoforms in postmortem brain samples from 
people with dystrophinopathies in order to elucidate the transcriptional mechanisms 
underlying the behavioral and learning problems in DMD. This can greatly facilitate 
risk assessments of comorbid disorders and guide screening for early detection 
and targeted treatment. It also argues for the need of therapeutic trials to target and 
monitor the central nervous system.

5.5 Materials and Methods

5.5.1 BrainSpan developing human brain transcriptome
RNA-sequencing-derived exon-level expression data of the different isoforms of 
DMD was downloaded from the BrainSpan atlas of the developing human brain 
transcriptome(Miller et al. 2014). RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) data was generated 
from 524 tissue samples collected from 42 post-mortem brains collected from 
neurologically unremarkable individuals spanning early pre-natal development  
(8 post-conception weeks, PCW) to late adulthood (40 years of age). Samples were 
extracted using macro dissection from 8–16 regions per brain. Details of tissue 
acquisition and data processing can be found on the website (http://www.brainspan.org). 
Gene and exon annotation of the RNA-seq data was derived from Gencode version 10 
(GRCh37 – Ensembl 65). The expression level of the exons was measured in RPKM 
(reads per kilobase of exon model per million mapped reads).
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The DMD gene (Chromosome X: 31,115,794–33,357,558) data included 94 
exons. There are however 79 exons in the well-known muscle dystrophin Dp427m 
(NM_004006.2). We therefore mapped the exon locations to the Dp427m exon 
annotation (Figure 5.2). In this process, we found the values specific for the isoform 
first exons (which are not exons in Dp427m) and we found genomic coordinates that 
were mapping to a lymphocyte isoform (Dp427l). This isoform is no longer included 
in the latest release of the human genome (Gencode version 21; GRCh38 – Ensemble 
78), due to lack of evidence(Wheway and Roberts 2003). As such, we excluded these 
exon coordinates from further analysis.

5.5.2 Adult human brain expression data
Spatial gene expression data from six adult human brains was obtained from the 
Allen Human Brain Atlas database (AHBA)(Hawrylycz et al. 2012). Samples were 
collected from postmortem brains from five males and one female between 24 
and 57 years of age (mean age 42), with no known psychopathologies, by either 
manual macrodissection (cortical and some subcortical structures) or by laser-
based microdissection (subcortical and brainstem areas). For each brain, RNA was 
extracted from 363 to 946 different samples per brain (3702 samples in total) and 
measured on custom Agilent microarrays containing the 4x44K Agilent Whole 
Human Genome probes as well as an additional 16,000 custom probes. For genes 
with two probes, the one with the highest variance was selected. For genes with at 
least three probes, the connectivity of each probe was calculated (sum of the Pearson 
correlations to all other probes, measured per brain and then averaged) and the one 
with the highest connectivity was selected. Expression data of the 19,991 genes was 
z-score normalized per brain. The expression of the DMD gene was measured using 
six probes, of which A_24_P185854 (NM_004023.1) has the highest connectivity 
and hence was used for further analysis. This probe is located at the distal part of the 
gene and captures the Dp71, Dp116, Dp140, Dp260, and Dp427 isoforms (all except 
Dp40). For visualization, z-score values of the DMD gene expression were mapped 
to anatomical atlas images acquired from the Allen Human Brain Atlas(Hawrylycz 
et al. 2012). The following acronyms are indicated in Figure 3A; BG: Basal ganglia, 
BL: Basolateral nucleus, BM: Basomedial nucleus, BL: Biventral lobule, CA1: 
CA1 region of the hippocampus, CA2: CA2 region of the hippocampus, CA3: 
CA3 region of the hippocampus, Cig: Caudal granular insular cortex, CE: Central 
nuclear group, DG: Dentate gyrus, DN: Dentate nucleus, Fas: Fastigial nucleus, Glo: 
Globose, ICx: Insular neocortex, LEC: Lateral entorhinal cortex, La: Lateral nucleus, 
MEC: Medial lateral entorhinal cortex, MCC: Midcingulate gyrus, MTC: Midlateral 
temporal cortex, OCx: Occipital neocortex, PCx: Parietal neocortex, PCC: Posterior 
cingulate cortex, CoP: Posterior cortical nucleus, IPC: Posteroventral parietal cortex, 
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IPC: Posteroventral parietal cortex, PMC: Premotor cortex, A1C: Primary auditory 
cortex, M1C: Primary motor cortex, S1C: Primary somatosensory cortex, SL: 
semilunal lobule, SsC: Subcentral cortex, Sub: Subicular cortex, SLTC: Superolateral 
temporalcortex, TO: Tonsilla, VLTC: Ventrolateral temporal neocortex.

5.5.2 Co-expression Analysis
To characterize the functional association of the DMD gene in the adult human brain, 
we calculated the spatial correlation (Pearson’s) between each gene in the AHBA 
(19,991 genes) and the DMD gene using all samples concatenated from the six donors 
(3,702 samples). Genes were ranked based on the correlations in a descending order. 
To assess the functional association of the different dystrophin isoforms across 
development, we calculated the spatial-temporal correlation (Pearson’s) between 
each exon in the BrainSpan dataset (241,690 exons) and the exons that are specific to 
each of the three dystrophin isoforms groups: exon 2 for full-length Dp427, isoform 
specific exons located in intron 44 for Dp140 and intron 62 for Dp71+Dp40 with 
respect to Dp427m nomenclature. These isoforms were selected because virtually all 
DMD patients have mutations affecting Dp427c, Dp427m and Dp427p(Bladen et al. 
2015). A proportion of patients additionally cannot produce Dp140. A small number 
of patients cannot produce any isoforms, including the shortest Dp71 and Dp40. For 
each isoform group, we ranked all exons in a descending order based on correlation. 
To get a ranked gene list, each gene was assigned the rank of its most correlated 
exon. For each gene set, functional enrichment analysis was performed on the top 1% 
(most positively correlated). Functional enrichment analysis was performed using 
ToppGene(Chen et al. 2009). We returned all terms enriched at an false discovery rate 
(FDR)-corrected q-value of 0.05 from the categories: GO Molecular Function, GO 
Biological Process, GO Cellular Component, Human Phenotype, Mouse Phenotype, 
and Pathway. 

5.5.3 Disease gene sets overrepresentation
Enrichment analysis of disease-related gene sets was performed using a two-sided 
Wilcoxon rank sum test (Mann-Whitney U-test). For each list of all genes ranked 
based on their co-expression with dystrophin expression we used the rank sum test 
to assess the significance of the ranks of each disease gene set. To control the FDR, 
we corrected for multiple testing using the Benjamini-Hochberg method(Benjamini 
et al. 2001). In case of the adult human brain we tested the set of 19,991 genes, 
ranked based on their correlation to the DMD gene across all samples (Pearson’s 
correlation). Similarly, for the BrainSpan developing human brain transcriptome we 
tested three sets of 21,164 genes ranked based on their co-expression with the exons 
corresponding to the three dystrophin isoforms: Dp71+Dp40, Dp140 and Dp427. 
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We tested for the enrichment of five disease-related gene sets. The ASD-ID list 
contained 827 genes harboring de novo mutations from four ASD(Iossifov et al. 
2012; Neale et al. 2012; O’Roak et al. 2012; Sanders et al. 2012) and two ID(de et 
al. 2012; Rauch et al. 2012) exome sequencing studies. The ASD-ID was retrieved 
from(Hormozdiari et al. 2015). The SFARI ASD list contained 706 genes associated 
to ASD using manual curation of published scientific literature from the Simons 
Foundation Autism Research Initiative (SFARI) AutDB database(Basu, Kollu, and 
Banerjee-Basu 2009). The list includes candidate genes implicated by common 
variant association, candidate gene studies, genes within ASD-associated copy 
number variants (CNV), and genes implicated in syndromic forms of ASD. Lists 
of genes related to ADD, OCD and dyslexia were retrieved from DisGeNet v3.0, a 
database that integrates human gene-disease associations from various expert curated 
sources and text-mining of literature(Pinero et al. 2015).

5.5.4 Fantom5 data
We used the FANTOM5 samples ontology and the linked data version of FANTOM5 
data, which was exposed as nanopublications(Lizio et al. 2015; Forrest et al. 
2014). We queried the FANTOM5 data to get all transcription start sites which are 
overlapping with the first exons of Dp427c, Dp427m, Dp427p, Dp260, Dp140, 
Dp116, and Dp70+Dp41. We selected only samples belonging to the cerebral cortex, 
hippocampus, amygdala and cerebellum brain regions. Further, we removed samples 
pooled from multiple donors since they spanned a wide age range, which could dilute 
the expression of a transcription start site (TSS) varied through development. Our 
analysis resulted in 25 TSSs across eight samples (Online Supplementary Table 3).

5.5.5 Epigenetic data
Data from the Roadmap Epigenomics Consortium(Kundaje et al. 2015) was visualized 
using the WashU EpiGenome Browser v40.0.0(Zhou et al. 2011). We visualized only 
the track corresponding to active TSS chromatin state. Details of the 23 selected 
samples are in Online Supplementary Table 7.

5.5.6 Validation using ex vivo qPCR 
Frozen tissue samples from a 51 year old male non-demented control brain of the 
anterior orbital gyrus and cerebellum were obtained (post-mortem delay: 07:45 hr; 
pH 7.05, stored in cryovial at -80°). The brain samples were obtained from The 
Netherlands Brain Bank (NBB), Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience, Amsterdam 
(open access: www.brainbank.nl). All Material has been collected from donors for or 
from whom a written informed consent for a brain autopsy and the use of the material 
and clinical information for research purposes had been obtained by the NBB. The 
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cortex and cerebellum of two 24 week old female C57BL/10cSnJ wildtype mice were 
isolated and snap frozen on dry ice. For total RNA isolation, tissue was disrupted 
in tubes with MagNALyser Green Beads (Roche Diagnostics, The Netherlands) 
with TriPure Isolation Reagent (Roche Diagnostics). Isolation was performed with 
chloroform, and RNA was precipitated with isopropanol. The NucleoSpin RNA II 
kit including DNase digestion (Bioke, Leiden, The Netherlands) was used for RNA 
purification. RNA quality and concentrations were checked with the NanoDrop. RNA 
(1µg) was used for cDNA synthesis with random hexamer primers. Expression of 
Dp427c, Dp427p, Dp140 and Dp71 (primer sequences available in Supplementary 
Table 8) was determined by SYBR Green-based real-time quantitative PCR (95°C 
for 10 s, 60°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 20 s, 45 cycles followed by melting curve 
analysis) on the Roche LightCycler 480 (Roche Diagnostics). Samples were tested in 
triplo on a 384 wells plate and H2O and –RT controls were included for all primers. 
Housekeeping gene RPL22 was used as a reference gene. Primer efficiencies were 
determined and analysis was performed with LinREgPCR(Ruijter et al. 2009).
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The aim of this thesis was to provide a detailed description of the structural, perfusion 
and metabolic differences in the brain between patients with DMD and healthy age-
matched controls and to assess the role of dystrophin isoforms. All in the hopes of 
gaining a better understanding of the origin of the cognitive problems in DMD. The 
main results are summarized in Figure 6.1. 

In chapter two we demonstrated structural alterations in the brain in boys with DMD 
compared to age matched healthy controls. Total brain volume was reduced in patients 
with reduced grey matter volume, but the white matter volume and cerebrospinal fluid 
were of similar size. However, despite the lack of a difference in volume of the white 
matter, the white matter structural integrity was affected as demonstrated by reduced 
fractional anisotropy and increased mean diffusivity. There was no specific region 
identified, but rather the differences were found throughout the brain. In a subgroup of 
patients with a mutation predicted to affect the Dp140 dystrophin isoform in addition 
to the Dp427 isoform the differences were more profound compared to controls. This 
subgroup of patients also performed worse on specific neuropsychological tests, but 
the exact relationship between the structural alterations in the brain and cognitive 
performance in boys with DMD remains to be elucidated. 

In chapter three we show that there are not only structural alterations in the brain, 
but that the cerebral blood flow (CBF) is also reduced as compared to controls. 
We evaluated if this was related to the reduced grey matter volume, but even after 
correcting for partial volume effects the difference between patients and controls 
remained significant and showed that the reduced cerebral blood flow was independent 
finding. This may suggest a different underlying mechanism. The reduced cerebral 
blood flow was again most profound in patients missing Dp140 compared to controls. 

Biochemical changes as assessed by magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) had 
previously been shown in DMD. In chapter four we performed MRS at the high field 
strength of 7 Tesla which enables increased signal to noise ratio and spectral resolution 
compared to these previous studies. In contrast to earlier findings, we demonstrate 
preserved biochemical composition at rest. Whether the brain metabolism is equally 
capable of responding to functional challenges remains to be addressed.

In chapter five we addressed the limited knowledge on where dystrophin isoforms are 
expressed in the human brain and at which developmental stage of life. Dystrophin 
isoforms show large changes in expression through life with pronounced differences 
between the foetal and adult human brain. The Dp140 isoform was expressed 
in the cerebral cortex only in fetal life stages, while in the cerebellum it was also 
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expressed postnatally. The Purkinje isoform Dp427p was virtually absent, which 
contrasts sharply to mouse models previously used to assess dystrophin expression 
in the brain. The expression of dystrophin isoforms was significantly associated with 
genes implicated in  neurodevelopmental disorders, like autism spectrum disorders or 
attention-deficit hyper-activity disorders, which may explain the high co-morbidity of 
these disorders with DMD. We also identified relevant functional associations of the 
different isoforms, like an association with axon guidance or neuron differentiation 
during early development. Our results point to the crucial role of several dystrophin 
isoforms in the development and function of the human brain. 

Figure 6.1. An overview of the different components of the brain of Duchenne patients that we  

evaluated within this thesis is shown. Panel one represents the reduced total brain and grey matter 

volume from chapter two. Panel two, the altered white matter microstructure from chapter two. 

Panel three, the reduced cerebral blood flow from chapter three. Panel four the preserved bio-

chemical composition from chapter four. Panel five the expression of dystrophin in the healthy 

human brain from chapter five. Panel six a network of genes co-expressed with DMD from 

chapter five.
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The different chapters combine to provide a framework towards understanding the 
origin of the neuropsychological profile in DMD. Previously there was little evidence 
to support that the cognitive profile in DMD has a tangible foundation in the brain. 
Our results extend and refine what was previously hypothesized. In agreement with 
Dubowitz and Crome (Dubowitz and Crome 1969) we did not find gross abnormalities 
upon visual evaluation of the MR data. We demonstrate instead, the need to use 
quantitative measures to capture the more subtle, yet significant differences between 
DMD and controls. The reduced grey matter volume is in line with the CT findings 
described in the introduction chapter of this thesis (Yoshioka et al. 1980). However 
it is not yet clear if there is cerebral atrophy (i.e. that the brain volume was initially 
larger, but became smaller), or if it reflects a developmental disorder (i.e. that the 
brain does not grow as much or at a different rate). It is important to note that the 
brain is undergoing normal development within the age range of the participants of 
our study. Grey matter is gradually pruned in favour of higher white matter density. 
Therefore, the lower grey matter volume could also indicate that boys with DMD 
are ahead of their peers in this respect. For example, a change in the time course of 
cortical pruning has previously been reported for ASD. In ASD children have been 
shown to have a thicker cortex than controls in areas of the brain that related to ASD 
social difficulties and executive functioning up to early adolescence (Mensen et al. 
2017). From adolescence into their early twenties there was faster and longer lasting 
pruning of the cortex in these areas in ASD compared to controls (Wallace et al. 
2015). This has led to hypothesis of early overgrowth followed by overcorrection 
consisting of selective elimination of synapses in ASD. The best way to address the 
question of the time course of cerebral development in DMD would be to perform a 
longitudinal study. By monitoring the cerebral volume distribution over time, it may 
become clear whether there is delayed development, faster development, a different 
steady-state or progressive decline of the grey matter in DMD compared to controls. 

The reduced white matter microstructural integrity is a new finding in DMD. 
There have been many studies using DTI to investigate neurodevelopmental and 
neurodegenerative disorders over the years (Dougherty et al. 2016; Thompson et 
al. 2014; Amlien and Fjell 2014; Griffa et al. 2013). Most of these find localized 
differences between patient populations and controls that relate to the respective 
cognitive symptoms. In contrast, we find differences throughout the white matter 
and were not able to determine to what extend these are related to the neurocognitive 
profile in DMD due to the relatively small study cohort.

One of the strengths of DTI is that it is a sensitive method. However, DTI is also a non-
specific method in which many factors contribute to the signal. Any of these factors 
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may differ between DMD and controls, and there is no way of differentiating between 
them based on the DTI data alone. Our data shows that the overall streamlining within 
the white matter is less restricted or unidirectional in DMD compared to controls. 
The resolution of the scan allows us to say something about clusters of hundreds of 
thousands of cells within one voxel. Figure 6.2 illustrates three different hypothetical 
scenarios that cause FA to go down and MD to go up within one of these voxels as 
compared to the healthy situation (indicated by the yellow oval) and end up giving 
identical signal output (indicated by the red oval). In order to understand what the 
underlying pathology of the white matter is in DMD, the ideal scientific scenario 
would be to perform a post-mortem analysis of the brain of a DMD patient. However, 
this is a delicate issue to address within the patient community as the brain extraction 
procedure does need to occur relatively quickly after death and would only reflect 
the end stage of the disease. There is currently no DMD brain tissue available for 
research within The Netherlands. Alternatively, even more advanced MR methods 
such as DTI with multiple b-values to also extract diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) 
information for constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD) analyses could be used. 
This methods can help distinguish between crossing and kissing pathways and enable 
more pathways to be accurately extracted from the data. However, this would still be 
at a similar resolution as the current DTI data, so not much can be gained with respect 

Figure 6.2. A simplified representation of several possible structural orientations that all result 

in the same reduced FA and increased MD within a voxel. Indicated in yellow is the healthy situ-

ation. Fewer bundles, spaced further apart are shown in the top right. In the bottom left, different 

and mostly larger bundle sizes are shown. In the bottom right the bundles have a less uniform 

direction.
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to differentiating between cells or cell-types. Diffusion weighted spectroscopy may 
provide a solution, for it can measure the diffusion properties of metabolites rather 
than those of water. Because metabolites are expressed in different cell-types in 
different proportions, this may provide information about the cell-type specificity 
of the diffusion alterations. For example, should neurons be the specific cell-type to 
be affected in DMD, then the diffusion properties of NAA will be different, whereas 
those of choline will not. If all cell-types are altered, then the diffusion properties 
of all should differ from controls. If such a study was being designed it would be 
advisable to also include proton or phosphorous spectroscopy with a challenge 
as proposed in chapter 4. Doing so would allow us to determine if the brain can 
respond metabolically to cognitive challenges which will also help determine which 
signalling pathways may be affected. Unfortunately the voxel-size of spectroscopy 
measurements would need to be even larger than DTI or DKI due to the much lower 
signal of the metabolites compared to water, therefore reducing the potential for 
spatial differentiation. A third option to further investigate the origin of the reduced 
FA and increased MD is called magnetization transfer (MT) MRI which has been 
previously employed in multiple sclerosis, a disease in which myelin is broken down. 
Should myelin breakdown be the underlying cause for the reduced FA and increased 
MD in DMD, then there should be a detectable shift in MT ratios.

The reduced cerebral perfusion was also a new finding in DMD patients, although it 
was known that the blood-brain-barrier was affected in a mouse model for the disease. 
As discussed in chapter 3, potential explanations include the normal expression of 
dystrophin in the brain, in the cerebral vasculature and also in the heart (Figure 6.3). 
On top of that, it could be a secondary effect of the limited mobility or potentially 
increased BMI in DMD. There are several experimental set-ups that may help dissect 
which is the most likely cause, which is important information when considering 
current and future treatment options. If, for example, the blood-brain-barrier is 
affected in patients in a similar way as in the mouse model, then drugs may enter the 
brain more easily in DMD, which will affect what would be an optimal dose. Another 
example, should the heart function play a key role, then drugs that are prescribed to 
prevent or slow down cardiac function decline may also have an effect on the cerebral 
perfusion and which should then be monitored in the clinic. One way to assess the 
systemic regulation of cerebral blood flow is to perform a orthostatic challenge with 
a head-up-tilting table. By passively resting on the table and being tilted to a 60-80 
degree angle, gravity will cause the blood to pool in the legs and the body will need 
to respond to keep the blood flow to the brain sufficient to avoid fainting. A slight 
increase of heart rate and constriction of the blood vessels in the legs make sure the 
CBF is unaffected. If the body is unable to meet the higher demand of the orthostatic 
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challenge to maintain cerebral circulation homeostasis, then the systemic regulation 
of CBF may be responsible for the lower CBF in DMD. To assess the function the 
of the cerebral vasculature, a perfusion MRI sequence (BOLD or ASL) can be used 
together with a cognitive task. For example, a visual stimulus will require activation 
of the occipital lobe, which in turn will require more sustenance to perform. This 
will lead to vascular dilation in this brain region. Such a test of vascular reactivity 
could show several responses. For example, a normal response if the blood vessels 
are not affected, a reduced response if the vessels have become more rigid and cannot 
dilate properly or a delayed response if the blood vessels are leaky. Once we have a 
better idea of the underlying cause for the reduced perfusion it will be more feasible 
to design a study that can assess to what extent the reduced perfusion is related to 

Figure 6.3. The heart-brain dystrophin connection. Panel B shows dystrophin in post-synaptic 

neurons, astrocyte end-feet where they wrap around the cerebral vasculature and within the blood 

vessels. Panel C shows dystrophin within the muscle cells of the heart.
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the neurocognitive profile in DMD. Theoretically, if the brain chronically deprived 
of nutrients, this could affect brain function. However, there are no other reports of a 
paediatric cohort with global reduced perfusion to a similar extent as we have found. 
What effect the 17% reduced CBF may have on brain function in DMD is open to 
speculation.

Having a better understanding of the location and timing of expression of dystrophin 
isoforms in the human brain was greatly needed. However, there is much more 
information to be distilled from the vast amount of transcriptome data. New DNA/
RNA sequencing projects have focussed on providing expression data of the different 
cell types within the brain. This is of special interest in DMD as studies have suggested 
that the expression of dystrophin isoforms is cell-type specific in the brain (Waite 
2011; Hendriksen 2016). As most of the differentiation between types of neurons and 
glia cells is by definition based on our understanding of their function, we can gain 
more insight into the function of dystrophin by learning which cell-types express 
the protein. There is also potential for a better translation between animal models 
and humans, as more research is aimed at providing detailed cerebral transcriptome 
data of various species among which mouse and non-human primate (Allen Brain 
Atlas). We have demonstrated important overlap as well as inconsistencies between 
man and mouse with respect to the expression of DMD. Animal models provide 
an invaluable source of information to help us understand mechanistic biological 
pathways involved in DMD brain pathology. And, therapeutic compounds would 
need to be tested in animals before going to people. Needless to say, it is important to 
know to what extent a mouse model actually models the human pathology and what 
the limitations are.

As mentioned in chapter 1, the implementation of improved standards of care for 
DMD, which in itself is a positive development, also results in potential confounding 
effects for the findings described in this thesis. Specifically, the treatment with 
corticosteroids is important to address. Corticosteroids are a class of steroid 
hormones that are naturally produced by the body. They are involved in a wide 
range of physiological processes, including stress response, immune response and 
regulation of inflammation. As a therapy, corticosteroids have anti-inflammatory, 
immunosuppressive, anti-proliferative and vasoconstrictive effects. In animals, stress 
and corticosteroids can be associated with both reversible and irreversible changes in 
the brain such as cortical atrophy and reduced hippocampus volume. Within our study 
population we had only five boys who did not receive corticosteroids. The MR findings 
in these five boys, were consistently distributed throughout the DMD group giving no 
indication that the steroid treatment is a likely cause for the results. There are only 
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a few MRI studies investigating the effect of corticosteroids in humans, but those 
that do could not find a significant association between corticosteroids and cerebral 
abnormalities[Chinn et al 1997; Steens et al 2005; Zavidanov et al 2001; Brown 
et al 2006]. We could not find any reports investigating cerebral blood flow with 
and without corticosteroids with respect to their vasoconstrictive effect. However, 
between January 2004 and October 2012 there were 80,774 reported adverse events 
for prednisone, of which 282 were of cortical atrophy. The percentage of patients 
receiving corticosteroids with cerebral atrophy as a side-effect was 0.35% (factmed.
Inc). Thus, to ascertain the potential role of corticosteroids in more detail, a placebo-
controlled trial would need to be conducted.

There is still a great heterogeneity in both the extent of the MR abnormalities as well 
as the severity of the symptoms related to the neurocognitive profile in DMD. We can 
state that the relationship between grey matter volume, white matter microstructure 
and cerebral perfusion as measured with MR and specific brain functions known to 
be affected in DMD is not one on one. There is a lot of work to be done to understand 
the origin of the neuropsychological profile in DMD and the biological mechanisms 
involved. This thesis provides a solid foundation to perform hypothesis driven studies 
in the future, rather than exploratory ones. In other words, we now have a better 
understanding of where to look and what to look for.
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Nederlandse samenvatting

Duchenne spierdystrofie (DMD) wordt gekarakteriseerd door progressieve 
spierzwakte. Het wordt veroorzaakt door mutaties in het DMD gen, die leiden 
tot afwezigheid van functioneel dystrofine eiwit. In de hersenen komen meerdere 
varianten van het dystrofine eiwit voor, maar in tegenstelling tot dystrofine in de 
spieren, is er weinig bekend over de functie van dystrofine in de hersenen. Wel komen 
leer- en gedragsproblemen vaak voor bij patiënten met DMD. Patiënten met mutaties 
in het DMD gen waarbij meerdere dystrofine varianten zijn aangedaan lopen hier een 
hoger risico op. Om goede hypotheses te kunnen vormen over de oorsprong van de 
cognitieve problemen bij DMD moet eerst in kaart gebracht worden of er structurele, 
doorbloedings- of metabolische verschillen zijn in de hersenen bij patiënten met DMD 
vergeleken met typisch ontwikkelende controles. Hiertoe hebben we een exploratieve 
studie uitgevoerd met gebruik van MRI en MR spectroscopie.

In hoofdstuk twee hebben we structurele veranderingen in de hersenen van jongens met 
DMD vergeleken met gezonde leeftijdsgenoten beschreven. Het totale hersenvolume 
en grijze stof volume waren kleiner, maar het witte stof volume evenals het volume 
van de hersenvloeistof waren vergelijkbaar. Ondanks het vergelijkbare volume 
binnen de witte stof bleek echter dat de microstructurele integriteit aangedaan was. 
Deze bevindingen hebben we door de hersenen verspreid gevonden. Ook waren 
de bevindingen sterker in een subgroep van patiënten die een tweede isoform van 
dystrofine (Dp140) missen. Dezelfde subgroep had ook slechtere scores bij het 
neuropsychologisch onderzoek. Vooralsnog is er geen één-op-één relatie aangetoond 
tussen de structurele veranderingen en het cognitief functioneren.

In hoofdstuk drie hebben we aangetoond dat er niet alleen structurele veranderingen 
zijn in de hersenen, maar dat ook de doorbloeding verminderd was met gemiddeld 
17%. We hebben getoetst of de verminderde doorbloeding verband hield met de 
verminderde grijze stof, maar het bleek een onafhankelijk bevinding. Mogelijk duidt 
dit op twee verschillende onderliggende mechanismes. Wederom was de doorbloeding 
het sterkst verminderd in de subgroep patiënten zonder Dp140.

Eerdere studies hebben gekeken naar biochemische veranderingen in de hersenen van 
jongens met DMD  met behulp van MR spectroscopie. In hoofdstuk vier hebben we 
deze techniek toegepast op een hoge veldsterkte van 7 Tesla wat een betere signaal-
ruis verhouding en spectrale resolutie oplevert vergeleken met de eerdere studies. 
In tegenstelling tot eerdere bevindingen, was de biochemische compositie binnen 
ons cohort vergelijkbaar tussen patiënten en gezonde controles. Mogelijk is dit een 
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weergave van een stabiele metabolische balans in rust. Of het metabolisme ook in 
staat is adequaat te reageren op een functionele taak is onbekend.

In hoofdstuk vijf gingen we in op de beperkte kennis over waar en tijdens welke 
fase van de ontwikkeling de dystrofine eiwitten tot expressie worden gebracht 
in het gezonde humane brein. We hebben relatief hoge expressie gevonden in de 
amygdala en hippocampus. Beide gebieden zijn betrokken bij complex gedrag en 
de werking van het geheugen. Deze functies zijn een belangrijk onderdeel van het 
cognitief profiel in DMD. We hebben ook gevonden dat Dp140 hoofdzakelijk tijdens 
de foetale ontwikkeling tot expressie wordt gebracht, maar in het volwassen brein 
nog in het cerebellum aanwezig is. Verder konden we de Purkinje variant, die zijn 
naam te danken heeft aan de expressie in Purkinje cellen van het cerebellum in 
muizen, niet terug vinden in het humane brein. Met behulp van co-expressie analyse 
hebben we vervolgens  gekeken welke genen op dezelfde plekken binnen het brein 
tijdens dezelfde ontwikkelingsfasen tot expressie werden gebracht. Omdat er over 
deze andere genen veel meer bekend is wat betreft de functie in het brein, kunnen we 
dat als basis gebruiken voor toekomstige studies die toetsen welke functie dystrofine 
heeft in de hersenen. Tot slot vonden we een hoge co-expressie met genen die bekend 
zijn van autisme, ADHD, OCD en dyslexie, wat een mogelijke verklaring biedt voor 
het vaker voorkomen van deze ziektebeelden bij DMD.

De verschillende hoofdstukken vormen samen een sterke basis voor verder onderzoek 
naar de oorsprong van de cognitieve problemen bij DMD. 
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